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From the Editor

Dear readers
I am presenting You the second number of the Journal
of Graphic Engineering and Design-JGED.
The aims we have set when we formed the journal
were to gather as many researchers which want to
present their papers, and that aim is slowly achieved.
With time our journal is getting enriched with new research papers which include modern and new research
topics.
It is our great pleasure that our editorial board is
joined by respected professors of graphic technology
and design. That is a good sign that we are on a good
road and we are reaching new quality levels.
It also makes me a pleasure that in this number we
have contemporary scientific papers from graphic
technology as well from design.
The team around the publishing of the journal is a
young and enthusiastic group of researchers with
great research energy and drive which can result only
with quality research papers.
I wish to thank to all contributors in this number of
journal, the authors, the reviewers and the team which
manages the publishing.
Prof. PhD Dragoljub
Novaković
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Abstract:
Electrophotographic printing uses many types of substrates, our study focuses on plastic substrates. Six types of
regular and self-adhesive foil substrates were chosen to be printed using two electrophotographic presses: Xerox
Colour 1000 Press and Canon imagePress C7000VP. A test chart containing tone value scales and a set of samples
for profiling was created, spectrophotomety and densitometry was applied to obtain the optical and colorimetric
properties of the substrates investigated. Xerox Color 1000 Press produced larger densities and tone value increase
on every type of substrate. The largest TVI values and reproducible colour gamut was observed on the smoothest
foil in case of both presses. Large colour differences were found between patches of full tone process colors on the
different substrates investigated.
Key words: printability, electrophotography, plastic substrate, colour gamut *

Introduction
Electrophotography is one of the major digital printing technologies today. A unique virtual printing form
is created during the nonimpact printing process on
the surface of the photoconductor drum. Imaging is
based on the photoelectric effect. The first step is the
charging of the photo conductor drum, mostly corona
treatment is applied, during air is ionized between the
corona roll and the dielectric surface of the photo conductor drum. Ionized air is conductive, causing the migration of charged particles (electrons and ions) from
the corona to the photo conductor. Laser light is used
to illuminate the photo conductor drum. SimultaneFirst received: 17.3.2011.
Accepted: 02.05.2011.

ous sheet-wide illumination is also possible by using a
linear array of light emitting diodes. Irradiation causes
the dissipation of charge on non-imaging surface areas.
Modulation of the laser emission results varying charge
density, usually 8 bits/pixel modulation is applied in
colour electrophotographic process. The latent image
generated by the charge distribution on the drum surface. Following the exposure of the latent image the
charge attracts toner particles to form a toner-image on
the drum (Schein 1992). Besides pressure, electrostatic
attraction also plays a role in the transfer of the toner
image to the substrate. In order to fix the toner image
to the substrate heat and pressure is applied. Heat make
toner particles to melt and bond to the substrate surface structure, pressure also increase temperature of the
toner causing softening and penetration to the substrate
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material in case of absorptive substrates (Lahti and Tuominen, 2010).
In electrophotographic printing, as well as in other
printing technologies, the quality of the prints is influenced by characteristics of the substrate, the ink (toner)
and the specific technology (Sipi, 2003). The interaction between the toner and the substrate is an outstanding technological parameter for quality printing.
In case of multicolour printing transparent dyes are
used the usual four process colours (CMYK) are used.
Secondary colours (RGB) are produced by the mixture of two process colours, the first layer is fixed to
the substrate, the next layer is put down onto the previously fixed layer (Johnson, 2003). In the print quality
is primarily determined by toner characteristics in the
electrophotographic printing process (Sastri and Sankaran 2003). Toner has to fix fast to the substrate and
be printable. The appearance of the prints may vary significantly in case of different substrates. Particle size
is usually 5-10 μm. Theoretically resolution increases
with decreasing particle size, which is generally the
fifth of pixel size, at 600 dpi resolution average particle
size is about 8 microns (Malvern Instruments, 2011).
Toners are comprised of coloured pigment, thermoplastic resins to permit adhesion to substrate and additives
to increase charging capacity. Quantitatively the largest
fraction (about 90%) of it is resin. Electrical charging
of powdered toners is a key factor. In quality colour
printing two component toners are used, that contain
toner particles and carrier beads, the latter are larger in
size (Figure 1).
diameter ~ 80 µm

diameter ~ 8 µm

Figure 1. SEM image of two component solid toner
particles
The carrier beads are metal particles with a thin layer
of polymer. Toner particles are charged in contact with
the carrier beads (triboelectric charge). Electrostatic
control is applied in the transport process of the toner
to the photo conductor drum (Hedvall et al., 1990).
Important properties of the toner include particle size,
charge to mass ratio, surface chemical properties, and
viscoelasticity.
The advantages of small particle size are sharpness,
high resolution but the printing process may become
unstable due to sensitivity to the development parameters. Charge to mass ratio together with particle size
may scatter toner particles near printed edges (a char-
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acteristic property of electrophotographic print appearance). Bonding (fusing) characteristics of the toner to
substrate will influence the mechanical and surface
texture properties of the print. Fusing depends on surface chemical and viscoelastic properties of the toner.
Ideally all particles should transfer to the substrate to
prevent accumulation of toner on the drum, which may
cause a ghost image on the next sheet (Oittinen and
Saarelma 1998).
The electrophotographic printing process requires
substrates with special properties. Fortunately a wide
range of such substrates are available. The type and
surface properties of the substrate primarily determine
the appearance of the prints (Mortimer, 1998). Properties of the substrates are classified into major groups
of printability and runnability (Kipphan, 2001). Printability properties directly influence print quality. Printability properties include the physical and chemical
properties of the structure and surface of the substrate
and technological parameters, which are of utmost importance in case of plastic substrates (Maxwell, 1996).
Electricity is applied in the printing process, making
the runnability properties of such substrates critical.
The conductivity of the substrate has to be in the appropriate range to prevent accumulation of charge,
which may lead to jamming of the sheets. Resistivity of
the substrate is important to keep the electric field during toner transfer. These two properties will determine
the tolerance range for resistivity of the paper (Sirviö,
2003). Moisture content of the substrate is a critical parameter as well, a linear increase of moisture content
will decrease resistivity exponentially in case of absorptive substrates. If the conductivity of the substrate
is beyond the acceptable range the spread of toner may
cause the loss of dots in image areas with fine details
(Hakola at al. 2008) (Pettersson and Fogden 2005).
Conditions of the heat transfer affect surface strength
and dimensional stability of the substrate. Deformation
of the substrate influence image quality in duplex printing (Mitsuya and Kumasaka 1992). Substrate and toner
surface chemical compatibility is necessary for optimal
surface adhesion. The smoothness of substrate surface
gains importance with increasing resolution (decreasing particle size). Increased resolution improves print
quality at the expense of having to keep the surface,
thermal and electric properties of the substrate in a narrow range of tolerance (Sipi 2010).
During the last few years numerous studies investigated electrophotographic print quality. In most of these
studies paper substrates were considered, the behavior
of non-absorptive substrates in the electrophotographic
printing process were seldom investigated.
The aim of our research work was to evaluate the applicability of plastic foils for electrophotographic printing. We used densitometry and spectrophotometry to
determine optical tone value increase, colour difference
and variation of gamut size on CMYK prints.

Faculty of Technical Sciences - Graphic Engineering and Design

Experimental

Results and Discussion

Printing materials
In this study six different foil substrates were investigated, some of them were self-adhesive. Two of the
substrates were polyolefin (#1 StarSet and #5 XEROX
DURAPAPER LABEL, BOTH self adhesive) the other
four were polyester (#2 PicoFilm #3 Premium Nevertear #6 WindowGraphix are regular, #4 Blizzard IS
SELF-ADHESIVE). Substrate #2 (PicoFilm) was clear
and strong PET. All foils were developed for electrophotographic printing, #6 is a special foil suitable for
fixing onto glass surfaces electrostatically without adhesive.
Two types of electrophotographic presses were used to
print the substrates XEROX COLOUR 1000 PRESS
(TONER: Xerox EA Low Melt Toner) and Canon imagePress C7000VP (toner: Canon C-EXV 20). A test
chart was created, it comprised of 12 step tone value
scales for each of process colours (CMY), secondary
colours (RGB), and chromatic grey, and a profiling
chart with 323 colour patches.

Properties of foils
Physical properties of the substrates were measured
first. We used Bekk measurement device to determine
smoothness of the foil surfaces, conductivity values
were obtained at 20º C ambient temperature using 10
x 10 mm copper electrodes and constant 100 kg/cm2
pressure. Volume resistivity of the foil substrates exceeded 108 Ohm in every case. Substrate properties are
summarized in Table 1. Large variations of smoothness
values was observed.

Methodology
We measured apparent dot area to determine tone value
increase (TVI) curves. Printable gamut and colour difference characteristics were obtained by spectrophotometric easurements. X-Rite SpectroEye and X-Rite Eye
One pro spectrophotometers were used, both devices
operate in the 380-780 nm spectral range, they have 4.5
mm aperture and 45°:0° measurement geometry.

Tone value increase of CMYK prints
Tone value is the relative area of the image covered by
halftone dots. Theoretically this value may fall in the
range of 0-100%. Printing technologies are usually unable to reproduce tones below 5%. Tone value increase
is used to describe the difference between the requested
tone value in the original application file and the final
apparent tone value on the substrate as measured with
a densitometer. The increase of tone values primarily
affect midtones.
The printable tone range depends not only on the printing technology applied, but also on the surface properties of the substrate (Novotny, 2008). In electrophotographic printing improper generation of electric charge
can be the primary cause of variations of tone values.
Such electrostatic inaccuracies may cause the decrease
of tone values typically in highlight areas (5-40% tone
range). Figures 2-7 show tone values measured on process colour scales of the six plastic substrates printed
with the two different presses.

Table 1. Physical properties of the studied foils
Property

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

#6

Grammage, g/m2

180

125

145

160

190

125

Caliper, µm

220

150

195

200

250

160

Bekk smoothnes, s

15.7

7.4

7.8

7.7

22.6

54.6

Table 2. Measured optical density values of CMYK process colours on substrates printed with both presses.
Optical density
Substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6

Xerox Color 1000 Press
C
2.22
1.96
2.19
2.18
1.92
2.40

M
1.99
1.87
1.95
1.98
1.73
2.08

Y
1.76
1.66
1.82
1.78
1.59
1.88

Canon C7000VP
K
2.50
2.28
2.61
2.60
2.46
2.75

C
1.38
1.21
1.33
1.58
1.49
1.44

M
1.51
1.45
1.36
1.56
1.51
1.48

Y
1.21
0.98
0.93
1.31
1.14
1.12

K
1.60
1.44
1.36
1.63
1.67
1.50
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Figure 2: Optical tone value increase of CMYK prints at Foil 1.

Figure 3: Optical tone value increase of CMYK prints at Foil 2.

Figure 4: Optical tone value increase of CMYK prints at Foil 3.

Figure 5: Optical tone value increase of CMYK prints at Foil 4.
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Figure 6: Optical tone value increase of CMYK prints at Foil 5.

Figure 7: Optical tone value increase of CMYK prints at Foil 6.
XEROX COLOR 1000 PRESS produced higher
density and larger TVI values on all substrates than the
other press. Dot loss was observed on highlight areas
of prints produced by the CANON C7000VP press on
every type of substrate.
Investigation of printable colour gamut
The range of reproducible colours (gamut) depends on
the printing process and the substrate and other printing
materials used. We used a software tool commonly
applied in proofing colour workflows to visualize and
compare the colour gamut achievable on the substrates

investigated. First, printer profiles were generated using
X-Rite EyeOne Pro measurement device and profiling
software.
A standard test chart with 323 patches was printed on
the substrates of this study, by both printing presses to
sample the printable colour solid.
The profiles were loaded to the gamut visualization
tool, which calculated printable gamut in CIELAB
colour space volume units. Relative printable gamut
sizes are shown in Table 3, the largest gamut is taken as
reference. Figures 8 and 9 illustrate reproducible colour
solids in CIELAB space.

Table 3. Reproducible gamut volumes on foil substrates. In the first row of relative gamut sizes the reference is
largest value for the given press, in the second row the largest value of all data served as a reference.
Printing press

Xerox Color 1000 Press

Canon C7000VP

Substrate #
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Relative gamut (%)
76
78
82
83
97
100
63
64
75
91
98
100

Relative gamut (%)
76
78
82
83
97
100
38
38
45
54
59
60
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Reproducible colour gamuts are significantly larger in
case of the Xerox Color 1000 Press compared the Canon C7000VP. Within one press there are large variations between reproducible gamuts in case of the different plastic substrates.

comparisons. Colour difference values (ΔEab*) between the chosen and the other substrates were calculated in case of all process colours (Table 4 and 5)
(Figure 10).

Xerox Colour 1000 Press
14
12
10
ΔEab*

8
6
4
2
0
1

3

4

5

6

Canon C7000VP

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

ΔEab*

Figure 8: Colour gamut in CIELAB colour space on
substrate #2, printed using XEROX COLOR 1000
PRESS.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

Figure 10: Colour differences of CMYK process
colours compared to substrate #2

Conlclusions

Figure 9: Colour gamut in CIELAB colour spacet on
substrate #2, printed using CANON C7000VP.
Evaluation of colour differences
Being the lightest substrate (based on measured L*,
a*, b* values) #2 was chosen as a reference for colour
Table 4. Colour differences of CMYK process colors
between reference substrate #2 and the other substrates printed with Xerox C1000Press
Substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6

6

C
7.8
0.0
3.3
4.4
13.9
6.1

M
7.6
0.0
5.2
6.0
9.4
8.0

ΔEab*

Y
5.3
0.0
4.8
5.3
11.2
6.7

K
7.0
0.0
4.2
5.7
6.3
6.6

In this study different types of plastic substrates printed
using electrophotographic technology were investigated. Tone value increase, reproducible colour gamut
and colour differences were determined on foils printed
with Xerox Color 1000 Press and Canon imagePress
C7000VP presses. The Xerox Color 1000 Press produced higher toner coverage on every foil substrates
examined. The highest TVI values (35-40% in midtones) and largest colour gamut were measured on WindowGraphix type foil in case of both presses. This type
of foil was the smoothest among the substrates and the
only one with embedded electrostatic charge.
Table 5. Colour differences of CMYK process colors
between reference substrate #2 and the other substrates printed with Canon C7000VP
Substrate
1
2
3
4
5
6

C
6.4
0.0
1.4
7.8
7.0
3.1

M
6.3
0.0
3.6
7.8
5.6
3.0

ΔEab*

Y
13.2
0.0
2.8
7.8
6.8
9.5

K
7.1
0.0
4.3
6.1
8.4
2.4

Faculty of Technical Sciences - Graphic Engineering and Design

Dot loss was observed in highlight areas on prints produced by the Canon imagePress C7000VP which is
likely to be a consequence of improper setting of the
applied electric field. No decrease of tone values were
experienced in case of Xerox Color 1000 Press due to
the high coverage, which, on the other hand, caused excessive TVI values. Large colour differences between
patches of full tone process colours were measured
most probably as a result of variations in tone transfer.
Our findings may contribute to developments aimed at
the improvment of the interaction of different toners
and plastic foils.
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Abstract
The objective was to assess the impact of the surface texture of individual creative paper types (coated or patterned)
on the quality of printing and to identify to what extent the various creative paper types require specific types of
spectrophotometers. We used stereomicroscopic images to illustrate unprinted and printed surfaces of creative paper
types. Surface roughness was measured to obtain data on the unevenness of surfaces. Spectrophotometric tests were
used to select the most suitable spectrophotometer from meters with different illumination setup for testing any
given print. For the purpose of testing, we used spectrophotometers which are commonly available generally used to
test print products for colour accuracy. With the improvement of measuring geometries, illumination setup, colour
measurement becomes more and more capable of producing reliable results unaffected by surface textures. Our tests
have proved this fact by showing that the GretagMacbeth Spectrolino with annular illumination is less sensitive to
surface texture than the X-Rite Spetrodensitometer and the Techkon SpetroDens with directional illumination. Further tests have brought us to the conclusion that there is a difference even between the two devices with directional
illumination. While the X-Rite 530 Spectrodensitometer is more suitable for testing coated surfaces, the Techkon
SpectroDens can come close to ∆E*ab values produced by the annular illuminated device for textured surfaces.
Key words: design (creative) papers, surface roughness, colour measuring geometries, illumination setup,
colour gamut

Introduction
Nowadays customers and printing houses strive to create the most special possible products which appeals
to all senses and thus engages the target group. The
ever-growing range of creative paper types do not only
provide a primary function of any print product but also
help customers communicate positive messages such
as environmental awareness, a demand for high standards, or even power.
Such paper types differ from conventional paper in surface texture and also pose printing difficulties with an
impact on the quality of colour rendering.
First received: 05.04.2011.
Accepted: 22.05.2011.
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We were curious to learn how the measuring geometry/
illumination setup of locally available spectrophotometers affect or distort measuring results on creative print
surfaces, and what degree and direction of colour shifting they may cause.

Creative papers
The production of creative paper types is varied according to material quality, colouring and surface texture.
The starting material for all types of paper is called
the base paper, which is surface-finished, impregnated,
coated or treated in some way and provided with qualities to match its intended use.

Faculty of Technical Sciences - Graphic Engineering and Design

Creative paper categories are as follows:
• smooth/matte (e.g. Rives Artist),
• textured (e.g. Rives Design),
• metallic (e.g. Galaxy),
• transparent (e.g. Cromatico),
• containing inclusions (e.g. Keaykolour Recycled
Natural and Mineral).
Smooth, matte-surfaced creative paper types include
pulp-coloured paper, smoothened and coated India paper types. Such India paper has a loose fibre structure,
high cotton content and are thicker than paper types
of the same grammage. Various additives are used to
lend the paper a special appearance (e.g. paper product
families with a parchment or marble look).
Special surface textures are provided by means of embossing (Figure 1). Various patterns are textured using
an embossing roll and counter-roll. A base paper with a
moisture content of 8-12% should be used to allow for
elongation.
A metallic appearance can be achieved through application of a special coating that creates a continuous
layer, adhering to the carrier surface.
Paper can be coated by various methods. Metallisation
comprises the application of an aluminium or bronze
film of molecular thickness. Metallic paper is produced
using so-called metallic flocks which may be of aluminium or bronze, as well. For this method, the carrier
is some sort of adhesive material, normally varnish or a
casein solution. (Antalis, 2010)
Transparent (aka parchment) paper is used using an
impregnating method. Parchmentisation involves the
base paper being run through a bath of sulphuric acid
and then that of ammonia for neutralisation before being dried.
Paper types with inclusions are normally of recycled
paper, which may contain primary or recovered fibre.
Base paper for creative paper types always undergo
some kind of surface treatment, whether physical or
chemical. Surface treatment is a paper production process change changing surface qualities either temporarily (e.g. corona treatment) or permanently (e.g. coating,
laminating or impregnating) (Annus, 2003).

Measuring geometries used at
spectrophotometry
The optical characteristics of samples subjected
to spectrophotometric testing mainly depend on
two factors – the illuminating light source and the
geometric arrangement of sample and sensor, that is,
the measuring geometry.
Differences between reflective values obtained through
testing with various measuring geometries are due to
a normally mixed nature of the spatial distribution of
radiation reflected from sample surfaces (as mentioned
earlier). In summary, a varied extent of specular reflec-

tion also occurred in addition to diffuse reflections with
most of the samples. To allow reproducibility of testing conditions, CIE standardised four measuring geometries in 1931:
45/0 measuring geometry: the beam illuminating the
sample is at 45° from the surface normal with a maximum allowable deviation of 5°. The angular difference
between the direction of detection and the surface normal may not exceed 10°.
0/45 measuring geometry: the beam illuminating the
sample is perpendicular to the sample surface with a
direction of detection of 45° and no difference over 5°
being allowed
The above two measuring geometries are called guided
measuring geometries. They are less sensitive to sample
luminosity, but such measurements are influenced by
the surface texture. Therefore, industrial testers use
illumination and detection from multiple sides.
For diffuse reflective measurements, the tester must be
fitted with a so-called integrating sphere to transfer diffuse reflected light to the detector.
The inner side of the integrating sphere is coated with
a non-absorbent material (i.e. not absorbing light) such
as MgO or BaSO4.
d/0 measuring geometry (diffuse/perpendicular): the
integrating sphere illuminating the sample in a diffuse
manner. The angle between the surface normal and the
direction of detection cannot exceed 10°.
0/d measuring geometry (perpendicular/diffuse): the
angle between the axis of the beam illuminating the
sample and the sample normal is below 10°. Light
beams reflected from the sample are gathered by the
integrating sphere.
For diffuse measuring geometries, the sample texture
does not at all or only slightly influence the measurement.
The following codes are used for diffuse measuring geometries:
di:8°: diffuse illumination, detection below 8°, with reflective component included. The result obtained will
be R = reflectance factor.
de:8°: diffuse illumination, detection below 8°, with reflective component excluded. Its symbol is R, as well
(Schulz, 2008).

Test printing and measurements
For measurements we designed an appropriate testchart
with primery and spot colours (Figure 1). Test charts
were printed on the creative paper products using an
OKI C9600 colour laser printer at standard working
setup (Szentgyörgyvölgyi, 2010).
Because the test objective was to assess to what extent the various surface textures of creative paper types
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Figure 1: Test chart

Figure 2: Stereomicroscopic image of Rives Tradition
and Rives Design

Figure 3:Stereomicroscopic image of Curious metallic pearl és Curious metallic purple

Figure 4: Stereomicroscopic image of printed Curious metallic pearl and Curious metallic silver
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(whether coated or patterned) influence the results of
spectrophotometric testing. In selecting paper types,
attention was paid to ensuring that samples differ in
properties. Accordingly, watermarked paper, paper
with random and regular surface textures created using
embossing rolls, as well as coated and pulp-coloured
paper types.
Our testchart were printed on the following types of
creative papers:
• Curious metallic pearl,
• Curious metallic silver,
• Curious metallic purple,
• Rives Tradition white,
• Rives Design white,
• Chamois watermarked,
• DIPA matt coated,
• Canon copy (for etalon).

Surface examination
A stereomicroscope type BTC was used, connected
to a Tucsen digital web camera was used to examine
printed and blank sample surfaces. Microscope images
of samples were displayed on a screen and recorded
using TSview software. Samples were illuminated with
lamps from underneath and from the sides.
Paper samples types Rives Design and Tradition had
surface textures created using embossing rolls. While
Rives Design had a regular surface pattern, Rives Tradition had an irregular surface pattern. Such and similar
surface textures are typical of Rives-type paper products (Figure 2).
The selection of samples included a surface-treated
base paper coated to give it a pearl finish (Curious Metallic Pearl) and a pulp-coloured paper product with a
metallised finish (Curious Metallic Purple) (Figure 3).
The bright spots made visible by lateral illumination are

reflections from the particles that lend the paper a metallic look. This effect has an influence on the quality of
the image printed on the surface. Out of specially coated
samples, the ones with a pearly finish were found not to
have the same absorbing capacity as non-coated paper.
In addition, incident light is more easily reflected from
coated surfaces. Owing to such effects, the print colour
intensity falls short of that of prints on conventional,
non-coated paper (Figure 4). Watermarked paper type
Chamois shows a surface image nearly identical with
that of the Rives Tradition (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Stereomicroscopic image of printed Rives
Tradition és Chamois watermarked

Surface roughness measurements
Roughness of paper comes from various types of surface unevenness (either intentional or occurring through
production failures) whose micro-geometric characteristics can be mapped using state-of-the-art electronic
topographic measuring devices.
The test objective was to determine the roughness of
the paper types selected. A Mitutoyo SJ-201P roughness tester with a contact sensor was used for roughness
testing. Measurements were done on each sample both
longitudinally and transversely. The characteristics recorded during testing were Ra, Rz,Rq, R3z with PC75
filter (as per Standard ISO 1997). Measured values
were exported into an Excel spreadsheet, containing

Table 1: Paper roughness
Roughness (µm)
Transversely

Type of paper

Longitudinally

Ra

Rz

Rq

R3z

Ra

Rz

Rq

R3z

Rives Tradition

4,25

29,80

5,33

25,60

4,25

29,80

5,33

25,60

Rives Design

4,07

20,80

4,85

11,30

11,33

46,24

14,42

-

Curious metallic
purple

4,96

27,19

6,19

12,81

3,55

19,06

4,35

-

Curious Metallic
Pearl

2,77

19,36

3,54

8,68

0,55

5,35

0,70

4,03

Curious Metallic
Silver

3,60

19,10

4,42

-

3,64

20,02

4,61

-

Chamois
Copy paper
Dipa matt coated

5,83
3,74
2,61

36,67
20,56
15,55

7,03
4,49
3,24

33,00
12,22
9,42

5,08
2,61
2,22

34,53
14,69
12,83

6,24
3,16
2,71

29,07
9,56
8,81
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measured data from the original profile, as well as the
Measured Profile based on the measured data and the R
profile adjusted by the filter. The distance between the
two measured values was 0.5 µm.
From the evaluation point of view, parameters Ra and
Rz of the four values are decisive (Table 1). The average surface roughness (Ra) of Rives Tradition is almost
the same longitudinally as transversely, the difference
amounting to mere thousandths of a millimetre. Of all
creative paper types, Curious Metallic Silver shows
a similarly minor general roughness variation. Transversely, Curious Metallic Pearl shows a general roughness value much smaller than even that of Dipa matt
coated paper. In this case, the coating creates a surface
much smoother than that of a non-coated paper type.
For Rives Design, the greatest difference in surface
roughness is shown in the direction of production, one
possible reason being the regular surface texture. The
figure below shows the graph based on the original surface and the adjusted R profile (Andó, 2010).
The largest roughness height (Rz) was found longitudinally on Rives Design. On the other end of the
spectrum, Curious Metallic Pearl show the smallest
distance between the extreme peak and trough values.
Our tests show that coated paper types have the lowest
Rz values, the reason being the coating film smoothing
out any surface unevenness. Copy paper and Dipa also
qualify for the smooth surface category. Paper types
with a surface texture arguably show the largest distance between the highest and lowest points.
Rives Design was found to have the largest roughness
height (Rz) in longitudinal terms. Transversely, however, the watermarked paper product showed the largest
peak-to-trough difference, with similar results obtained
upon longitudinal testing, as well.

The tests showed that coated paper samples (Curious
Metallic Pearl and Curious Metallic Silver) had a surface less rough than standard copy paper. A coating
does not only lend favourable surface properties to the
base paper, but also ensures increased smoothness.

Spectrophotometric measurements
Spectrophotometric tests were used to compare three different devices, which had been calibrated for absolute
white to obtain test results in relation to such reference.
The purpose of the tests was to determine to what extent the surface texture and colouring of various paper
types influenced the results of spectrophotometric and
spectrodensitometric testing. Spectrophotometric testing was carried out with 3 different spectrophotometers
including a X-Rite 530 Spectrodensitometer, a GretagMacbeth SpectroScan and a Techkon SpectroDens
(Table 2).
First we would like to know how influence the surface
of paper the reproducibility our measurement results
(CGATS, 2007) (Nussbaum, 2010). We measured the
choosen fields of papers 10 times and calculated their
standard deviation. We established that in this case reproducibility depends on the surface properties strongly, mainly at X-Rite device (Table 3).
After checking of the reproducibility of measurement
the evaluation of printed test chart’s measurement followed. It was based on L*, a* and b* values from copy
paper and our test chart thereon as reference standard
values. The tests allowed a comparison to be drawn
between colour measuring instruments with annular
illumination and one-side illumination in terms of dependence on surface texture quality (Table 4).

Table 2: Main technical data of spectrophotometers (Source: Operator manuals)
Technical data

GretagMacbeth
SpectroScan

Type of device
Techkon
X-Rite Spectrodensitometer
SpectroDens

Measurement geometry/
illumination setup

45a/0

45i/0

45i/0

Type of illumination

D50

D50

D50

Observer

2

o

o

2

2o

Repeatability (short term)

0.03 CIE dEab

0.03 CIE dEab

0.1 CIE dEab

Inter-instrument agreement

0.3 CIE dEab

0.3 CIE dEab

0.4 CIE dEab

Table 3: Reproducibility of devices at design papers and Canon Copy
Reproducibility
Curious metallic silver
Rives Tradition
Rives Design
Chamois watermarked
Canon Copy
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GretagMacbeth
SpectroScan
0.58 CIE dEab
0.61 CIE dEab
0.61 CIE dEab
0.48 CIE dEab
0.43 CIE dEab

Type of device
Techkon
X-Rite Spectrodensitometer
SpectroDens
0.75 CIE dEab
1.01 CIE dEab
0.81 CIE dEab
0.92 CIE dEab
0.74 CIE dEab
1.15 CIE dEab
0.60 CIE dEab
0.96 CIE dEab
0.59 CIE dEab
0.78 CIE dEab
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Table 4: ∆E*ab values calculated from measured values from the three devices for yellow fields of the two paper
samples selected (etalon – Canon copy)
Spectrolino S.

Tone value

Rives Design
3,34
3,19
3,02
2,71
3,34
2,72
2,78
3,46
3,26
3,27
3,19
3,02

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
15%
10%
0%

Rives
Tradition
4,53
4,74
6,65
7,64
7,58
7,51
5,90
4,56
3,29
3,55
4,13
4,80

∆E*ab
Techkon S.
Types of paper
Rives
Rives Design
Tradition
3,46
4,12
3,45
4,33
3,05
5,66
2,64
5,53
3,14
5,74
2,70
6,11
2,90
5,11
3,99
4,49
2,95
3,14
3,07
3,36
2,96
3,81
3,66
5,19

X-Rite S.
Rives Design
3,32
3,50
3,08
2,91
3,21
2,87
2,64
3,42
3,07
3,12
3,03
2,98

Rives
Tradition
4,88
5,09
7,06
7,80
6,81
6,91
5,94
5,15
3,51
4,36
4,64
5,64

Table 5: ∆E*ab values calculated from measured values from the two devices and differential ∆E*ab values obtained
for green fields of the three samples selected 1.: Canon Copy; 2.: Rives Design; 3.: Rives Tradition
Tone
value
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
15%
10%
0%

∆E*ab
Techkon SpectroDens
1.
1,20
1,15
1,00
0,83
0,74
0,56
0,51
0,71
1,29
1,12
1,43
2,25

2.
1,72
1,30
1,17
1,77
2,42
0,88
0,57
0,70
1,04
1,13
1,12
2,20

3.
1,89
2,07
1,88
2,22
1,85
1,28
1,00
0,56
0,80
0,71
1,04
2,51

X-Rite Spectrodensitometer
1.
0,45
0,37
0,96
1,44
1,53
0,69
1,56
3,18
3,25
3,96
4,51
5,08

2.
0,81
1,64
0,71
0,83
1,30
1,92
1,89
3,86
4,19
4,66
4,63
5,82

3.
1,20
1,30
0,34
1,42
1,19
2,07
2,81
3,72
4,52
4,84
5,32
6,07

∆E*ab(X)-∆E*ab(T)
1.
-0,75
-0,79
-0,04
0,61
0,79
0,13
1,04
2,47
1,96
2,84
3,08
2,82

2.
-0,91
0,34
-0,47
-0,93
-1,11
1,04
1,31
3,16
3,15
3,52
3,51
3,63

3.
-0,69
-0,78
-1,54
-0,81
-0,67
0,78
1,81
3,16
3,71
4,13
4,28
3,56

Table 6: ∆E*ab values calculated from measured values from the two devices and differential ∆E*ab values obtained
for green fields of the three samples selected:
1.: Chamois watermarked; 2.: Curious metallic silver; 3.: Curious metallic pearl
Tone
value
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
15%
10%
0%

∆E*ab
Techkon SpectroDens
1.
1,67
2,23
1,49
1,68
1,89
1,43
1,38
0,76
0,64
0,59
0,67
2,96

2.
1,32
2,19
2,16
2,52
2,00
1,86
2,09
2,01
2,38
2,08
2,00
1,87

3.
2,01
2,82
2,14
2,43
2,63
2,46
2,09
2,05
1,88
1,81
1,59
1,01

X-Rite Spectrodensitometer
1.
1,05
0,77
0,97
0,89
0,87
1,41
1,53
1,41
1,80
1,98
1,82
2,41

2.
0,73
1,34
0,29
0,57
0,63
0,94
0,50
0,59
0,59
0,43
0,38
0,40

3.
0,71
1,55
1,30
0,82
1,04
1,33
2,07
2,01
2,56
2,73
2,79
2,90

∆E*ab(X)-∆E*ab(T)
1.
-0,62
-1,46
-0,52
-0,79
-1,02
-0,02
0,14
0,65
1,17
1,40
1,14
-0,55

2.
-0,58
-0,85
-1,87
-1,95
-1,38
-0,91
-1,59
-1,42
-1,79
-1,64
-1,63
-1,47

3.
-1,30
-1,27
-0,84
-1,61
-1,58
-1,14
-0,03
-0,04
0,68
0,92
1,20
1,89
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Table 7: Changes in reference values and the calculated ∆E*ab values
No. of
measurement

L*

1.

Spetrolino SpetroScan

X-Rite densitometer

∆E*ab

a*

b*

95,72

-0,47

1,75

4,65

2.

95,71

-0,47

1,75

3.

95,66

-0,46

Average

95,70

-0,47

L*

∆E*ab

a*

b*

95,26

-0,88

0,31

4,83

4,66

95,43

-0,88

0,33

1,78

4,71

95,54

-0,87

1,76

4,69

95,41

-0,88

Our tests showed that the sample texture did not have
any influence on test results where annular illumination
was used – unlike with directional illumination.
The date in the table show that while values ∆E*ab obtained by the Spectrolino remained constant with the
change in tone value, results from the Techkon and the
X-Rite reached the maximum of the differential colour
stimulus at 0% tone value. As both the reference standard and the sample base colours are white, it is safe to
conclude that a high ∆E*ab value results from sample
surfaces.
In view of the results obtained, the following calculations were made using data from the Spectrolino, with
annular illumination, as the reference standard and
comparing results from the other two devices to such
reference data.
Tests on copy paper showed that the differential colour
stimulus from the Techkon SpectroDens is normally
lower than that measured by the X-Rite. For green and
black fields with a tone value of 100 to 80%, however,
∆E*ab values from the X-Rite were found lower. Results from those spots were similar for the rest of the
samples.
For the Techkon SpectroDens, calculations gave ∆E*ab
lower than those from the X-Rite 530 Spectrodensitometer for more textured samples with a white base colour
as Rives Design, Rives Tradition and copy paper (Table
5).
For the rest of the samples with a non-white base colour, however, different results were shown (Table 6).
The X-Rite 530 Spectrodensitometer only showed a
lower ∆E*ab value for fields with a tone value over 50%
on the watermarked paper sample. The same was seen
at a tone value of 30% with Curious Metallic Pearl. For
Curious Metallic Silver, ∆E*ab values obtained from the
blank surface are better that values from the Techkon
SpectroDens.
Finally, a comparison is made between absolute white
reference values from the GretagMacbeth SpetroScan,
the Techkon SpectroDens and the X-Rite Spectrodensitometer. For the calculation of ∆E*ab values, the L a and
b values (L=100; a=0; b=0) of ideal white was taken as
the basis (Table 7).
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Techkon SpetroDens
L*

∆E*ab

a*

b*

95,30

-0,28

2,52

5,34

4,67

95,31

-0,27

2,54

5,34

0,31

4,55

95,20

-0,82

2,28

5,38

0,32

4,68

95,27

-0,46

2,45

5,35

The differential colour stimulus shows the largest deviation from ideal white with the Techkon SpetroDens.
Reference values for the Techkon SpectroDens mostly
shift towards yellow. The most significant shift towards
green is shown by the values from the X-Rite densitometer.

Conclusion
Based our results we concluded that it is strongly advisable to test our spectrophotometers at printing of design
paper and paper with special surface. It has been established that a spectrophotometer with annular illumination (Spetrolino SpectroDens) produced the most realistic results. Out of the two spectrophotometers with
directional illumination, the Techkon SpectroDens is
more suitable for testing the textured Rives Tradition
and Rives Design, while the X-Rite spetrodensitometer
is better suited to spectrometering coloured metallic
Curious Metallic Silver and Curious Metallic Pearl.
Tests also show that a metallic effect has a minor impact on measuring results.
Surface roughness is one of most important properties
of creative paper types and greatly affects their printability. Our surface roughness tests have proved that
prints on coated paper show lower roughness parameters than those on non-coated samples. The reason is
that such paper is finished with a coating applied as
liquid that smoothes out, by gravity filling, any base
paper unevenness, while creating a relatively uniform
film on the surface. The more times the coating process
is repeated, the smoother the surface will be. Another
method of making paper special is to texture it using
embossing rolls in the course of sheeting. This clearly
results in an increased surface roughness.
With the improvement of measuring geometries, illumination setups, spectrometering becomes more and
more capable of producing reliable results unaffected
by surface textures. Our tests have proved this fact by
showing that the GretagMacbeth Spectrolino with annular illumination is less sensitive to surface texture
than the X-Rite Spetrodensitometer and the Techkon

Faculty of Technical Sciences - Graphic Engineering and Design

SpetroDens with directional illumination. Further tests
have brought us to the conclusion that there is a difference even between the two devices with directional illumination. While the X-Rite 530 Spectrodensitometer
is more suitable for testing coated surfaces, the Techkon
SpectroDens can come close to ∆E*ab values produced
by the annular illuminated device for textured surfaces.
In the future, we shall continue performing our tests using spectrophotometers with diffuse illumination, as it
is worthwhile to be aware of how the choice of spectrophotometer will affect the results of metering colours
printed on creative paper, the acceptance of printed colours or any colour adjustment requirements.
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Abstract
It has been our intention through this paper to evaluate the efficiency of chosen encoding messages in print ads for
food and drink, so we have conducted the survey with 28 respondents. The respondents have been asked to assess
their own emotions to ads from questionnaire by using Self Assessment Manikin scale (SAM). Ads have been
divided into conventional and unconventional ads according to the classification based on the levels of codification by Umberto Eco. The comparison of responses to these two types of advertisements through SAM results and
conducted by ANOVA, shows significant differences in judgment of pleasure and judgment of arousal between
conventional and unconventional group of ads. Post hoc analysis has shown which of the ads contributed to differences between two groups. The results confirm the hypothesis that the print ads for the food and drink products or
service which are coded in the conventional manner provokes recipients better than the ads coded with dominance
of the tropological or topical content. The reason for that comes from the fact that appealing with the gastronomic
icons on recipient cause the affective response of their innate instincts and tendencies .
Key words: Self Assessment Manikin scale, ANOVA, advertisement, tendencies.

Introduction
Between categories of recipient and consumer is the
entity that according to its motor and psychophysical
constitution represents a complex value composed of
a multitude of layered sensors of which, each for itself
and in each unit of time, influenced by many stimuli
reacts to certain presentations, on which it makes conclusions equivalent to the quality of its emotions and
the quality of finished action.
Therefore, a good part of the subject’s actions and
reactions can be predicted with a large percentage of
security. Also, based on the analysis of the subject’s responses we can conclude postulates, by which the speFirst received: 07.04.2011.
Accepted: 29.05.2011.
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cific content of advertising messages, psychologically
aimed, can be effectively designed and broadcasted.
The main aim of the research commencing with this
paper is to discover more suitable principles for encoding advertising messages in print ads. Visual rhetoric of
coded messages projected with the intention of arising
recipient’s interest can be readily turned from the poetically rhetoric message into the state of murmur if the
certain level of advertising code of ads is developed in
the “ l’art pour l’art ” manner. In order to establish adequate education for graphic communication designers
on the proper application of visual code in print ads, the
inception of the research is the valorization of conventional encoding in food and drink advertising, i.e. the
usage of iconic content in print ads with intense emotional messages, which are called “gastronomic icons”
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as well (Eco, 1968). Contrary to the conventional code,
we assume encoding on the level of tropological content. We feel it arouses emotions which tend to provoke
acquired or intellectual impulses and we, therefore,
imply that this type often coding is less effective. We
name the encoding in this way unconventional. To
provide the solid foundation of the thesis that conventional gastronomic icons are exerted in order to appeal
effectively to innate human impulses, we carry out the
experiment with 28 respondents whose ages range from
25 to 40. The experiment includes visual measuring of
emotions while observing print adverts by respondents
themselves with SAM method. Hence, the respondents
assess their own emotions divided into three groups
such as pleasure, arousal and dominance after looking
on print ads with food and drink in conventional or unconventional way.

Impulses and appeals
Sensors which constantly receives stimuli, driving a
lot of instincts, tendencies and sentiments, and consciously or unconsciously motivate entity, causing in it
a certain level of emotions and moods, and open spaces
to the expression of needs and the conditions that are
immanent, and which it consciously controls and manages ,or is left to them subconsciously.
Instincts in humans are always unconscious, they always indicate some wishes and goals as motifs, the
incentives to action, work, etc. (Kropff 1951). The
basic fact on which starts the analysis of human behavior is its activity against predetermined gоals, then
its deliberate activity. The driving forces that lead us
to pay attention to certain occurrences and objects are
the instincts and tendencies in us. When our attention
is drawn to the subject in regarding with an objects or
appearance, in accordance with a certain inclination or
tendency, we experience the emotions that still drive us
to certain procedures. In fact, the overall human behavior is subordinated by inborn or biological instincts, i.e.
groups of instincts and tendencies connected in sentiments influenced by our experience.
Instincts that we qualifies as innate are: instinct of fear
followed by the emotion of wonder, instinct of thirst, instinct for food, parental instinct, sexual instinct, instinct
for a rest and sleep, and others. While for a various
groups of instincts, tendencies and sentiments, whose
formation is influenced by our experience, we say that
they acquired, or intellectual; these instincts are manifested as: gregarious Instincts, instinct for knowledge,
instinct to gain with emotion for dominance, fighting
instinct, instinct for saving , instinct of patriotism, instincts for maintaining cleanliness and orderliness (Rot
1968).
When by the iconic sign, the genuine, or transposed
representation one, we intend to provoke entity instincts, the act of receiving a message and transposing

it, and the act of making a decision, drives a conscious
or unconscious process of appealing (Nedeljković
2001).
The strength of impulses aroused in a subject is equal to
the power of appeal. The power of appeal depends on
the quality and number of carefully chosen principles of
appeal directing towards the social-historical structure
i.e. the subject’s profile. Moreover, the argumentation
used in the emotional message has to be logical and
absolutely truthful. It does not mean it is not allowed to
be poetic for the poetic message itself, or to put it more
precisely, rhetoric message has always been and will be
the assurance of successful communication.
When we observe logical and absolutely truthful argumentation in commercial messages through the prism
of visual rhetoric, which from the very beginning of
the research of visual/verbal rhetoric analogy has been
observed and examined most in advertising media itself, we notice that since “Visual/Verbal Rhetoric” by
Gui Bonsiepe and “Rhetoric of the Image” by Roland
Barthes, through analyses and criticism of theories and
assumption of the picture as the reflection of reality
(Scott, 1994), up till now there have been big digressions in the choice of adequate rhetorical design. What
we consider magnificent rhetoric messages nowadays
are quite often, in fact, bombastic and meaningless
messages in the “l’art pour l’art” manner, with ineffective elaboration and not sufficiently well-modeled
codes.
Magnificent rhetoric messages with the prevailing
tropological content, along with other levels of visual
registers, in an interesting way and quite frequently
mingled with a trace of humor, arise effectively to a
certain extent most impulses we have already classified as acquired or intellectuals. On the other hand, we
infer that gastronomical icons most successfully provoke acquired human impulses because these impulses
are tightly connected with primary emotional reactions.
This postulate stems from the theory of William McDougall by which innate impulses are frequently connected with primary emotions*. *Each of the principal
instincts conditions, then, some one kind of emotional
excitement whose quality is specific or peculiar to it;
and the emotional excitement of specific quality that
is the affective aspect of the operation of any one of
the principal instincts may be called a primary emotion (McDougall, 1926). The desire for food that we
experience when hungry, with the impulse to seize it, to
carry it to the mouth, to chew it and swallow it, must be
regarded as rooted in a true instinct (McDougall 1926).
However, when one wants to appeal to the acquired human instincts, then it is not required to take advantage
of the primitive passions of the people, but to respond
to their wishes, to the desire for health, the desire for
companionship, the desire for pleasure, the desire for
convenience, the desire for domination, and - of course
- the desire to follow a leader.
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This theory is reflected in a Theory of Human Motivation by Abraham Maslow. According to it, man possesses at least five basic groups of motifs which have a
hierarchical value. Only when has the lowest group of
motifs been fulfilled to a high or low degree, high motifs can appear. Physiological motifs (impulses) are primary and the lowest. If they are not fulfilled, the others,
high motifs do not emerge at all. If they are, the next
category of high motifs appears and Maslow called
them self-confidence motifs and etc. (Maslow 1943).

Codes of advertising messages
Semiotic theories of codes are the groundwork for numerous advertising studies. Since codes are systems for
knowledge management and the basis of all cultural
communications, semiotic theories of codes are regarded as additional key for decipherment hidden messages
of ads.
Umberto Eco in his work La Struttura Assente (The
Absent Structure) (1968) discusses about double-layered registers within advertising codes in the same way
as Barthes and he differentiates verbal and visual register of the message. However, contrary to Barthes, he
detects five levels of visual codification.
On the first codification level is iconic content which
is similar to the message content Barthes refers to as
non-coded photographic description of an object; an
iconographic level, based on the convention of symbols
whether culturological, historical, cultural or type of
genre; tropological level based on visual equivalence to
rhetorical figures; topic level with premises and topoi
of argumentation; enthymematic level including articulation of real visual argumentations i.e. incomplete syllogism as the opposition to the picture.

Hypothesis / the objective of the paper
The most common visual code for product or service
advertising connected with food and drink is certainly
by dominant iconic content in conventional or semiconventional layout of ads. Undoubtedly, the choice
of message coding of this type is the most frequently habitual for the conventional layout of the ad has
been the most existing throughout the history since the
emergence of object poster (sachplakat). However, this
basic postulate of ad is at the same time the most essential and straightforward way of visual communication. Therefore, this is the communication we tend to
use most easily.
On the other hand, due to global expansion of supply
and demand within marketing war for commercial
market, advertisers overload media with all means of
advertising especially with ads every day. Therefore,
with the intention to make their campaigns more striking and gripping in the overburdened media, advertis-
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ers often avoid conventional type of ads. In addition
to this, another reason why advertisers stay away from
the conventional type is tough competition on the commercial market so products are more or less similar to
each other. Consequently, there has been a gradual development of special advertising techniques primarily
in visual rhetoric, which are daily improved by both
advertisers and practitioners. A modern advertiser has
plenty of alternatives regarding the choice of advertising topic and visual content and the most often alternative of iconic content is tropological level.
Observing through the eyes of consumers, advertising
messages in print ads can be divided by the mode of
coding into the ones encoded with conventional visual content and the ones encoded with unconventional
visual content. Messages or ads, nevertheless, cannot
be entirely divided in this way but when it comes to
the code of visual content which dominates the advert
composition it may be diverged towards these poles.
Ads called conventional from now on has the composition of iconic content, that is, photographic account
of goods or services in the most inappropriate manner
with the high level of iconic content. The most common examples of the ads are iconic depictions of soft
drinks with drops of condensed water on the package
or metonymic representation of food and drinks. Ads
regarded as unconventional are mainly diametrically
opposite towards the choice of topics or the way of representation, so iconic representation does not dominate
the composition but tropological level of visual register
based primarily on hyperbole, metaphor or litotes.
With the intention of making adverts remarkable, exceptional, more intellectual and above all more effective, advertisers of food and drink trying to provoke
certain human impulses connected with primary emotions, quite often slide into visual rhetoric, which we
feel is not effective for such a type of product because
its content and topic arouse emotions which recipients
often do not link with his primordial impulses. As a
consequence, they provoke in the receptor instead of
basic emotions the emotions arousing intellectual and
acquired impulses because during the process of interpretation and deliberation of the message subject arouses himself impulses such as instinct for knowledge, or
instinct to gain with the emotion for dominance whereby subject receptor departs from the basic appeal for
consuming fresh and delicious food or soft drink.
We assume the ads for food or drink without the dominant representation of iconic content are less effective
for advertising such groups of products because with
the need to come out of the framework of the conventional using more amusing and richer tropological content they move away from basic direction of the appeal.
Ads have to be focused on our aspirations and previously determined goals, thus appeals have to be directed at emotions, impulses and sentiments by which
receptor can be provoked most quickly to respond, and
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at best at the very moment. If we prompt the process
of deliberation of the ad content and topic, at the same
time we take the risk to prompt cognitive dissonance,
which alienates every subject receptor from the desire
of consuming in this case. If it happens, then these ads
we can rightly regard as of “l’art pour l’art” or tacky
which direct subject to consume the ad instead of the
product or service.

Self-report measures of emotion
The easiest way to measure emotion is to ask people how
they feel or felt at a previous point of time. But, emotions
are multi-dimensional, including the different dimension
of pleasantness, excitement. Over some emotion person
has no control. This dimension is also included in the
research, such as dominance, in other words it measures
the level of control over some emotion.

The Self Assessment Manikin (SAM), developed by
Lang (1980), is a visual self-report instrument that
relies on Mehrabian and Rassel’s PAD-dimensions
(1974). This PAD scale refers to 3-dimensional structures: Pleasure, Arousal and Dominance. Pleasure is
covering emotions from pleasant to unpleasant, arousal is the scale from sleepy to frenetic excitement and
dominance is showing control over some emotion. This
PAD Scale is a widely used instrument for assessing
the 3-dimensional structure of objects, events, and situations. Its origin is the set of 18 bipolar adjective pairs
each of which are rated along a 9-point scale. Factor
analysis of the resulting 18 ratings generate the scores
on the dimensions of pleasure, arousal and dominance
(Bradley and Lang, 1994.). These scores are shown in
Table 1.

Table 1: View of factor analysis for 18 pairs of emotions

Unhappy-Happy

0.914

0.063

0.148

Annoyed-Pleased

0.883

0.068

0.158

Unsatisfied-Satisfied

0.868

0.144

0.114

Melancholic-Contented

0.729

0.095

0.056

Despairing-Hopeful

0.858

0.063

0.078

Bored-Relaxed

0.580

0.372

0.234

Relaxed-Stimulated

-0.211

0.774

0.052

Calm-Excited

-0.181

0.793

0.056

Sluggish-Frenzied

0.268

0.771

0.005

Dull-Jittery

-0.211

0.793

0.121

Sleepy-Wide awake

-0.046

0.810

0.047

Unarousad-Aroused

0.051

0.827

0.127

Controlled-Controlling

0.262

0.192 -0.673

Influenced-Influential

0.292

0.089 -0.618

-0.090

0.198 -0.626

Awed-Important

0.199

-0.040 -0.301

Submissive-Dominant

0.195

0.306 -0.695

Guided-Autonomus

0.161

-0.100 -0.479

Amount of variance
accounted for

24.6

Cared for-In control

23.12

12.18
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Figure 1. The Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) used to rate the affective dimensions of pleasure (top panel),
arousal (middle panel), and dominance (bottom panel)

Figure 2. Advertisements encoded with conventional visual content — Ad#1 Chockolate chase cake, Ad#2 Soft
drink, Ad#3 Beer, Ad#4 Coffee.
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Table 1 clearly distinguishes the three dominant emotions whose analysis gives the best display of emotion
for a particular situation. The reduction of feelings
through factor analysis is performed to give an acceptable number of emotions that can be easily expressed.
In this way the testing of subjects is faster and analyzing the results is easier to perform. Examination of
pleasure, arousal and dominance give the most comprehensive picture of the emotional state of a person
at a time.
Another advantage of this model test is the ability to
run tests without the use of modern technology. The
scales can be printed on paper and fill out in pencil, allowing public survey in different conditions.
The reliance on a verbal rating system makes it difficult
to utilize this methodology in non-English speaking
cultures and with populations which are not linguistically sophisticated (e.g. children, aphasics, etc.), so
picture-oriented instrument is suitable for such cases.

Method
The questionnaire has been designed in the way that
respondents view ads and after each add they fill in
SAM visual scale for measuring emotion. Ads and
SAM scales have been found in a pdf document one
after another. Each ad is followed by one page that contained scales for measuring emotion. Each of the three
scales (pleasure, arousal, dominance) has 9 fields, and
the respondents have chosen the field which represents
their personal emotional experience best while observing advertisement.
Before each participant begins to fill in SAM scale,
they have been explained what the scale indicates. In
addition, they have been told to assess their own emotional experience, through the three scales that are in
the questionnaire. The evaluation has been done in a
way that participants fill in one of the existing 9 fields in
scales of “pleasure” “arousal” and “domination. “ Participants in the poll have not known any other details

Figure 3. Advertisements encoded with unconventional visual content; Ad#5 Meat, Ad#6 Sushi restaurant, Ad#7
Coffee 2, Ad#8 Soft drink 2
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about the survey. Ads have been divided into conventional and unconventional ads by basic classification
explained above. The order of shown ads has not suggested categorization. The respondents have not been
familiar with the categorization nor has their attention
been drawn to the valorization and revalorization of
any results. Respondents have viewed each ad for a period of 6 seconds. After that time they have exceeded to
the next page, which has contained the SAM scale for
grading emotions. Participants in the survey have had
15 seconds to assess advertisement they have just seen,
after which they have exceeded to the next ad and the
next SAM scale. This procedure has been repeated for
all 8 commercials that are the part of the survey.

Results
A one-way within subjects ANOVA has been conducted to compare the effect of print advertisement type on
the judgment of three factors: pleasure, arousal and
dominance. There was a significant effect of print advertisement type on the judgment of pleasure, Wilks’
Lambda = 0.694, F (1,27) = 11,91, p = .002. The paired
samples t-tests have been used to make post hoc comparisons between conditions. A paired samples t-test
has indicated that there is a significant difference in the
scores for Ad1 (M=7.14 SD=1.51) and Ad2 (M=6.04,
SD=2.03) conditions; t=2.55, p = .017, scores for Ad#1
(M=7.14 SD=1.51) and Ad#5 (M=5.75, SD=2.55) conditions; t=2.759, p = .010, scores for Ad#1 (M=7.14
SD=1.51) and Ad#6 (M=5.07, SD=2.463) conditions;
t=3.740, p = .001, scores for Ad#1 (M=7.14 SD=1.51)
and Ad#7 (M=5.21, SD=2.780) conditions; t=3.660,
p = .001, scores for Ad#1 (M=7.14 SD=1.51) and
Ad#8 (M=5.68, SD=2.525) conditions; t=3.061, p =
.005, scores for Ad#3 (M=6.89, SD=2.233) and Ad#4
(M=5.75, SD=2.119) conditions; t=4.570, p = .007,
scores for Z3 (M=6.89, SD=2.233) and Ad#6 (M=5.07,
SD=2.463) conditions; t=2.900, p = .000, scores
for Ad#3 (M=6.89, SD=2.233) and Ad#7 (M=5.21,
SD=2.780) conditions; t=3.401, p = .002, scores
for Ad#3 (M=6.89, SD=2.233) and Ad#8 (M=5.68,
SD=2.525) conditions; t=2.217, p = .035. These results
suggest that type of print advertisement has the greatest
effect on judgment of pleasure in case of ads 1 and 3 in
the group of conventional ads.
A one-way within subjects ANOVA has shown that
there is a significant effect of print advertisement type
on the judgment of arousal, Wilks’ Lambda = 0.804,
F (1,27) = 6,565, p = .016. The paired samples t-tests
have been used to make post hoc comparisons between
conditions. A paired samples t-test has indicated that
there is a significant difference in the scores for Ad#1
(M=6.04, SD=2.081) and Ad#6 (M=4.14, SD=2.305)
conditions; t=3.140, p = .004, scores for Ad#2 (M=5.54,
SD=2.365) and Ad#6 (M=4.14, SD=2.305) conditions;
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Figure 4. Estimated marginal means of pleasure
dimension.
t=2.400, p = .024, scores for Ad#3 (M=6.21, SD=2.616)
and Ad#6 (M=4.14, SD=2.305) conditions; t=4.271,
p = .000, scores for Ad#3 (M=6.21, SD=2.616) and
Ad#7 (M=4.75, SD=2.771) conditions; t=3.061, p =
.005, scores for Ad#3 (M=6.21, SD=2.616) and Ad#4
(M=5.14, SD=2.121) conditions; t=2.161, p = .040,
These results suggest that type of print advertisement
has the greatest effect on judgment of arousal in case
of ad 6.

Figure 5. Estimated marginal means of arousal
dimension
A one-way within subjects (or repeated measures)
ANOVA indicated that there was no significant difference in the scores for dominance. Due to insufficient
effect of dominance scale, this scale is often neglected
to evaluate SAM results. Taking into account that most
of the respondents have not comprehended the meaning
of the scale, the results of the scale will not be included
in this case.
The exclusion of dominance scale was adopted in research conducted by Russel (1980) and later by Olney,
Holbrook and Batra (1991).
The results argue for the hypothesis. However, t-test
results call our attention to the comprehension of the
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recipient’s reaction to the conventional content. Accordingly, the advertisements with the dominant
conventional content in the foreground, while in the
background and periphery of the ad there is the topic
developed on topic and tropological level (Ad#1,Ad#3,
Figure 4), get the best scores with both factors. Then,
by comparing these results to those of ads Ad#2 and
Ad#4 (Figure 4,5) without further rhetoric elaboration
which is with ads Ad#4 clearly obvious (Figure 2), we
can undoubtedly deduce that gastronomic icons have
enabled affective responses to innate impulses according to the appeal. Since the recipient’s impulses are
provoked by the ad, his pleasure and excitement grow
according to the ad, that is, its rhetoric elaboration. Another argument to this observation is the results of the
responses to ads with unconventional content (Figure
4, 5). In ads Ad #5 and Ad #8, there is iconic content,
however, not dominant but dominant tropological and
topic content. In ad Ad#5 iconic level has been overpowered by visual metaphor of tropoi and hyperbole
as well, whereas in ad Ad#8 there is a small gradation
in argumentation communicating by double metonymy.
Therefore, we can conclude that the presence of iconic
representation of a product has boosted to a certain degree the results of the factors of pleasure and arousal
comparing to those of ads without it and consequently,
by complex codification, it has reached the result of the
ad encoded by just simple gastronomic icon Ad#4.
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Abstract
This paper presents research regarding influence of heat treatment on changes of prints on textile material which
are obtained by inkjet printing technique. Research was done on three characteristic materials (100 % polyester)
on which ware printed test chart. Test chart consisted of four colour fields each 100% of one of process colours
(CMYK). Printing machine used was Mimaki JV22-160 with J-eco Subly nano inks. Variable factor was number
of ink layers, textile materials ware printed with one, two, three, four and five layers of ink. The analysis of heat
treatment influence on prints was done according to SRPS F.S3.311 standard (temperature 110 0C). Total of 60
samples were analyzed, 20 for each material used in this experiment. Resistance of colour to heat treatment and
transfer to cotton cloth was determined for characteristic temperatures by using the gray scale. The surface changes
of textile material before and after heat treatment ware monitored by SEM analysis.
Key words: ink jet, polyester, heat treatment , ironing colour resistance , SEM

Introduction
Usage of Ink jet printing technique for printing on textile materials is growing in popularity because of its
flexibility.
It is important to emphasize reduced preparation time
and its cost effectives in smaller runs compared to
screen printing (Novaković et al., 2010). The ink jet
printing process can achieve better visual effects in
comparison to the screen printing and it‘s not limited
in format size while it is easier to repeat same printing
(Hue et al., 2006, Owen, 2003). One of important characteristics of textile ink jet printing process is that it can
be used for wide range of materials. Textile materials
during the exploitation can be under the influence of
various treatments such as Ironing, washing, aging etc.
Heat treatment during ironing is very important factor
First received: 16.04.2011.
Accepted: 27.05.2011.
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because the heat influences both the ink applied on surface of material and textile material itself. As a consequence of that changes in colour range and structural
changes in textile material and ink happen (Novaković
et al., 2010). Heat can be transferred thu textile material
in three ways: conduction, convection and by electromagnetic radiation (Mao et al., 2007, Bankvall, 1973,
Bomberg et al., 1983). heat transfer can lead to changes
in structure of materials (Michalak et al., 2009).
Several standards can be used to examine influence of
heat treatment on changes in printed material. One of
such standards is SRPS F.S3.311, this standard evolves
treatment of printed materials by ironing them using
temperatures 110 °C, 150 °C and 200 °C. After heat
treatment the colour resistance and transfer to cotton
cloth is judged, gray scales are taken as a reference (Figure 1 i 2, Stankovič Elesini, 2007). Judgment on the
scale from 1 to 5 is taken as characteristics of materials
examined, 1 being worst and 5 best.
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Figure 1. Gray scale for colour changes judgment

Number of loops across length: 120 p/10cm; Composition: 100 % polyester.
Sample 2: Grammature 101.5 g/m2; Knitting density
- Rows across length: 160 p/10cm, Knitting density Number of loops across length: 100 p/10cm; Composition: 100 % polyester.
Sample 3: Grammature 141.3 g/m2; Knitting density
- Rows across length: 260 p/10cm, Knitting density Number of loops across length: 120 p/10cm; Composition: 100 % polyester.
Test chart was printed on each of sample materials, dimensions of the chart were 150 x 10 cm (Figure 3).
Test chart consisted of four colour fields, dimensions
of one colour field were 35 x 10 cm. The colour value
of fields were: first field – 100 % cyan, second field –
100 % magenta, third field – 100 %, fourth field – 100
% black.

Figure 2. Gray scale for judgment of ink transfer to
other materials

Experimental part
Research is examining influence of heat treatment on
changes of prints on textile material which are obtained
by inkjet printing technique. Polyester is chosen as a
substrate material for this experiment because it's often
used as the substrate for printing in textile industry for
its specific characteristic such as superior strength and
resistance (Zhang et al., 2009). Three tipes of 100%
polyester material ware chosen. Samples were printed
and after that heat treated by ironing acording ot SRPS
F.S3.311 standard (temperature 110 0C). Resistance of
colour to heat treatment and transfer to cotton cloth
was determined by using the gray scale. The surface
changes of textile material before and after heat treatment were monitored by SEM analysis.

Methods and materials
During experiment the measurements were taken and
relevant data was gathered in order to examine influence of heat treatment on printed samples. Printing
machine used was Mimaki JV22-160 with J-eco Subly
nano inks. Variable factor was number of ink layers,
textile materials were printed with one, two, three, four
and five layers of ink.
Three materials (100 % polyester) were used and characteristics of each of them was demined: weight according to standard (SRPS F. S2.016), knitting density (SRPS F. S2.013) according to standard (SRPS F.
S2.013) and composition according to standard (SRPS
F. S3.112).
Characteristics of used materials:
Sample 1: Grammature 110.6 g/m2; Knitting density
- Rows across length: 260 p/10cm, Knitting density -

Figure 3: Test chart
Printing system Mimaki JV 22 – 160 offers the possibility of printing in more than one layer of ink by multiple
passing's of print head. Test chart was printed with one,
two, three, four and five layers of ink. The influence of
number of ink layers was taken in to consideration also
alongside the analysis of heat treatment influence.
Total of 60 samples were analyzed, 20 for each material
used in this experiment. All of the samples were heat
treated according to SRPS F.S3.311 standard. Recommended heat according to material composition was
110 °C.
Gray scales shown in Figures 1 and 2, visual judgment
of colour changes and ink transfer on cotton cloth was
conducted. Results for each of process colours ware
grouped and the trend function was made.
Alongside these measurements, SEM analysis on JEOL
646O LV electronic microscope was conducted. Special attention was given to changes on textile material
caused by ink and heat treatment. Samples ware classified, tagged and prepared according to specifications
for laboratory measurements. Samples were steamed
with gold in vacuum to achieve electric conductivity.

Results
Heat treatment influences the material, changes the colour of the prints and as a final result changes the visual
perception of the prints.
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Visual judgment
Visual judgment according to SRPS F.S3.311 standard
showed good resistance to heat treatment by ironing
for all colours printed on sample material 1 as it can
be seen in Figure 4. All 20 samples received grade 4
regarding the resistance to heat treatment. The transfer to cotton cloth grades are not so uniform and it can
be noticed that cyan, yellow and black samples printed
with one layer of ink and yellow sample printed with
three layers of ink received slightly higher grades 4-5.
Based on gathered results for each of process colours
trend function was made. In case of cyan colour change
is linear function with y = 4 being constant, while the
transfer to cotton cloth is presented with second degree polynomial function with determination factor
of 0.857 as shown in Figure 4a. In case of magenta
both the colour change and the transfer to cotton cloth
can be presented with linear functions with y = 4 being
constant shown in Figure 4b. Results for yellow colour
(Figure 4c) shows linear function for colour changes
with y = 4 being constant, while the transfer to cotton
cloth is presented by fourth degree polynomial function
with determination factor of 1. Black colour showed
similar results as the cyan colour change is linear function, while the transfer to cotton cloth is presented with

second degree polynomial function with determination
factor of 0.857 as shown in Figure 4d.
Results for second material (sample 2) presented in
Figure 5 shows that this material has slightly lower
grades regarding transfer to cotton cloth, especially in
case of cyan colour prints with greater number of ink
layer (four and five). Other than that lover grades are
noticeable for magenta prints with five ink layer and
black prints with three and five ink layer, although with
grades 3-4 still higher than cyan. Yellow colour showed
best results with grade 4 regarding the transfer to cotton
cloth. Grade for colour change is constant value, 4 for
all colours.
Same as for sample 1 based on gathered results for each
of process colours trend function was made for material sample 2. In case of cyan colour change is linear
function with y = 4 being constant, while the transfer
to cotton cloth is presented with second degree polynomial function with determination factor of 0.809
as shown in Figure 5a. In case of magenta the colour
change can be presented with linear function with y = 4
being constant and transfer to cotton cloth is presented
with polynomial function with determination factor R2
= 0.857(Figure 5b). In case of yellow both the colour
change and the transfer to cotton cloth can be presented
with linear functions with y = 4 being constant shown

Figure 4: Resistance to heat treatment by ironing 110 °C (grades according to gray scale) – sample 1,
represented by functions: a) cyan, b) magenta, c) yellow, d) black
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Figure 5: Resistance to heat treatment by ironing 110 °C (grades according to gray scale) – sample 2,
represented by functions: a) cyan, b) magenta, c) yellow, d) black

Figure 6: Resistance to heat treatment by ironing 110 °C (grades according to gray scale) – sample 3,
represented by functions: a) cyan, b) magenta, c) yellow, d) black
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in Figure 5c. Black colour showed that colour change
is linear function, while the transfer to cotton cloth is
presented with fourth degree polynomial function with
determination factor of 1 as shown in Figure 5d.
Analysis of material sample 3 is shown in Figure 6. Colour change is graded with grade 4 in case of all the
colours and printed with different number if ink layers. The transfer to the cotton cloth grades are lower in
comparison with two previous material samples, cyan
received lowest grades raging from 3 to 3-4. Magenta
was graded better than cyan in case of one and two ink
layers while the higher number of ink layers caused
lower grade 3-4. Yellow colour proved to be most resistant in this case to with constant grade 4. Black colour
received lower grades ranging from 3 to 4, the prints
with two layers of ink received grade 3, while prints
with three ink layers received grade 4 in other cases
grade was 3-4.
Analysis of material sample 3 showed that linear functions can describe colour change for all colours, with
constant value y= 4. The function for the transfer to the
cotton cloth of yellow colour is linear as shown in Figure 6a, while other colours can be described by polynomial functions. The function for the transfer to the cotton cloth of cyan and black is fourth degree polynomial

function with determination factor R2= 1 (Figure 6a,
6d). Magenta has the second degree polynomial function with determination factor R2= 0.809 (Figure 6b).

SEM microscopic analysis
The surface changes of textile material before and after
heat treatment ware monitored by SEM analysis. Figures 7, 8, 9 show images of samples used in analysis.
Figures show first the textile fibers before printing (a),
second image shows the textile materials after printing,
five ink layers (b) and third image shows printed textile
materials after heat treatment (c).
Figure 7a, 7b, 7c show material sample 1 before printing, after printing of five ink layers and printed textile
materials after heat treatment respectively.
Figure 8a, 8b, 8c show material sample 2 before printing, after printing of five ink layers and printed textile
materials after heat treatment respectively.
Figure 9a, 9b, 9c show material sample 3 before printing, after printing of five ink layers and printed textile
materials after heat treatment respectively.

Figure 7: SEM images samples 1, a) before printing, b) after printing, c) after heat treatment (110 °C)

Figure 8: SEM images samples 2, a) before printing, b) after printing, c) after heat treatment (110 °C)

Figure 9: SEM images samples 3, a) before printing, b) after printing, c) after heat treatment (110 °C)
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Discussion
Each textile material have specific characteristics,
textile materials with same composition but different
knitting density and weight beehive differently during
exploitation.
Analysis of three textile material samples with same
composition (100 % polyester) and different knitting
density and weight showed to resistance to heat treatment 110 °C showed that materials have grade 4 for
colour changes after heat treatment same for all materials but results for the transfer on the cotton cloth were
different amongst materials.
Material sample 1 showed highest resistance to transfer
on the cotton cloth with highest grades 4-5 for cyan (1 ink
layer), yellow (1 ink layer), yellow (3 ink layer), black (1
ink layer) while other the samples were graded 4.
Material sample 2 showed lower resistance to transfer
on the cotton cloth with lowest grades 3 for cyan (4 ink
layer) and cyan (5 ink layer). Magenta was graded with
a slightly higher grade 3-4 for magenta (5 ink layer)
and black (3 and 5 ink layer) while other the samples
were graded 4.
Material sample 3 was graded worst of all material
samples, allot of samples of this material were graded
under 4. Samples of cyan (3 and 5 ink layers) and black
(2 ink layers) were graded 3, while cyan (1, 2 and 4 ink
layers), magenta (3, 4 and 5 ink layers) and black (1, 4
and 5 ink layers were graded 3-4. Other samples of this
material were graded 4.
All of this grades were given by visual judgment according to gray scales shown in Figure 1 and 2. Subjectivity of this method can cause some problems, so in
some cases it is better to use spectrofotometric colour
measuring device. Table 1 (Stankovič, 2007) determines roughly colour difference ΔE if it were obtained
by spectrofotometric measurement, so we can say that
all the material samples have colour difference ΔE before and after heat treatment in range from 1,25 to 2,10.
On the other hand, values for colour differences ΔE in
case of transfer to cotton cloth were in range from 0,40
to 2,95.
Table 1: Relation between colour difference ΔE and visual judgment according to gray scale

Colour difference – ΔE
< 0,40
0,40 ≤ ΔE <1,25
1,25 ≤ ΔE < 2,10
2,10 ≤ ΔE < 2,95
2,95 ≤ ΔE < 4,10
4,10 ≤ ΔE < 5,80
5,80 ≤ ΔE < 8,20
8,20 ≤ ΔE < 11,60
≥ 11,60

Visual judgment
5
4–5
4
3–4
3
2–3
2
1–2
1

SEM analysis of material samples showed joining of
textile fibers by ink making bridges and remaining on
the material surface as it can be seen in Figures 7b,
8b and 9b. Heat treatment causes penetration of certain amount of ink deeper between material fibers, thus
making bridges between fibers wider as shown in Figure 7c, 8c and 9c.

Conclusion
Conclusion reached by experiment is that there are
changes of textile material caused by printing and by
ironing heat treatment. Changes in surface structure
of printed material are noticed, penetration of ink between material fibers is noticed after heat treatment. By
changing surface structure of the printed material there
are some changes in reflective properties of ink, which
further causes changes in colour perception. This was
proven using gray scales based visual judgment according to SRPS F.S3.311 standard. Analysis of images
obtained by SEM showed that ink isn’t just binding to
the surface of the fibers but it binds material fibers together. Heat treatment caused further binding of material fibers. Fact that changes in structure of textile material induced by heat treatment causes colour changes.
Interesting thing to emphasize is that all textile materials used had received high grades regarding colour
changes witch mean that they are all resistant to heat
treatment regardless of material, ink or number of ink
layers used. The transfer to cotton cloth showed significant differences when different materials and different
amount of ink layers is used, this could be subject of
further studies.
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Abstract
Continuous work in creating new designer solutions points towards the need to create personal routines as personal
communication in the relation comprising design, algorithms, and original computer graphics. This paper shows
procedures for developing a control language for creating graphic designs with individual raster elements (screening
element obtaint by halftoning). Personal commands should set routines in a language understood by the printer and
the designer. The PostScript basis is used because we mix vector and pixel graphics in the same program stream, as
well as different colour systems, and our own raster forms. The printing raster is set with the target of special design
multi-use, and this includes the field of security graphics and art computer reproduction. Each raster form assumes
modifications, creating their raster family. The raster cell content is transformed with PostScript, allowing the setting
of basic values, angle and liniature for each pixel separately. Raster cells are mixed in multi-colour graphics to the
level of individual designs with variable values of parameters determining them.
Key Words: vector graphics, pixel graphics, personal computer routines, individual screening

Graphic Language Development
Postscript offers us only basic commands and procedures to develop our own program language. The typical command system on basis of Postscript is the EPS
printout of images created in Photoshop, Indesign,
Freehand. Each of the listed programs developed its
own manner of creating the library of computer procedures. Computer graphic designers were free to create all the values for describing image forms. Even the
simple elements such as squares must be programmed.
Each new routine is joined by new application instructions. The control command selects data from the stack
top. Such data should be positioned at certain locations
First received: 16.04.2011.
Accepted: 30.05.2011.

before their activation. A variable may use other variables as sub-actions. The order of taking data from the
stack top must be respected. Seldom used variables are
named with words that are of domestic expression.
Adobe Photoshop, Acrobat destiler, GSview or Ghostscript programs are used for carrying out graphics that
are described with personal routines. The last program
listed can only display the graphics, but it has a unique
advantage. While it is being carried out, it gives information on the variables condition, their values and
possible reasons for unwanted algorithm derivation
stopping, i.e. the error diagnosis. Such display is not
possible with other programs. We suggest adopting the
routines that may be used in other programs, with the
development of new screen forms being our prerogative goal.
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Personal Routines
Let us set the variables: Square shape. Raster form.
RGB and CMYK colours. Random number. Printout.
Font.
Further down are commands for the announced routines:
(1)
%%BoundingBox: 0 0 800 1200
%%EndComments
%%EndProlog
(2)
/s { mark pstack pop } def
(3)
PostScript individual raster (screen) form relations:
(„Propeller“)
/propeler {dup 2 index 3 exp sub abs sqrt 3 1 roll 3
exp add abs sqrt exch sub abs 1 exch sub} bind def
(„Cut glass“)
/izrezanostaklo {dup 2 index dup dup mul mul mul
abs sqrt 3 1 roll dup dup mul mul mul abs sqrt
exch sub abs 1 exch sub} bind def
(„Coffee“)
/kava {dup 2 index 3 exp sub abs sqrt 3 1 roll 3 exp sub
abs sqrt exch sub abs 1 exch sub} bind def
(„Bat“)
/sismis {dup 2 index 3 exp abs sub abs sqrt 3 1 roll
3 exp abs add abs sqrt exch sub abs 1 exch sub}
bind def
(„Circle“)
/krug {dup mul exch dup mul add 1 exch sub} bind
def
(„Ellipse“)
/elipsa {0.8 mul dup mul exch 0.5 mul dup mul add
} bind def
For comparison reasons the round dot form has been
added found in the conventional programs for image
processing
(4) /RGB {r g b setrgbcolor} def
(5) /CMYK {c m y k setcmykcolor} def
(6) /HSB {h s b sethsbcolor} def
(7) /kvadrat {4 2 roll moveto exch dup 0 rlineto
exch 0 exch rlineto neg 0 rlineto closepath fill} def
(8) /font {/Times-Roman findfont 180 scalefont
setfont} def
(9) %%EOF
Explanation for the planned routines:
(1)
The demonstrated commands are necessary in order
to be able to use PostScript databases in other applications. We set the working area size with the BoundingBox command. In this proposal alignment to the
horizontal axis is 800 pixels, and 1200 pixels to the
vertical axis.
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(2)
A short procedure named „s“ is shown for printout of
the stack condition and the text „mark“. A stack is the
storage from which we eliminate data in the opposite
order in respect to the order by which we had initially
stored it. The interpreter gives parameters and names
from the program that we had allotted ourselves, and
places them at the stack top, pushing further down the
previous values in the stack by one position under. The
„s“ procedure is suggested as the source of information
for values we doubt in while the program is developing.
(3)
Illustrations of the procedures named propeler, izrezanostaklo, kava and sismis are individual rasters.
The names have been given at random, whereas the
routines have been set by arithmetic operators. Individualized raster elements have been researched by the
Mathematica program and later on they were translated
into PostScript.
Every setscreen command activating has two x and y
values at that moment when found at the stack top. After the covering capacity estimate has been carried out,
those values disappear from the stack top. Variables x
and y appear several times in raster forms kava and sismis and this is provided by commands roll and index.
(4)/(5)/(6)
The RGB system is defined by three parameters that are
assigned in interval 0.0 to 1.0, and this informs that the
coverage is 100%. The same interval applies to process
dyes in printing, the four-channel CMYK system. Conversion between these two systems is carried out automatically, at the moment when sent to print. The HSB
colour system is different because we have control with
the help of the following parameters: colour lightness,
colour tone and saturation. It is also set in the 0.0 to
1.0 interval. The transition from the RGB system into
the CMYK system is also on basis of typical academic
relations:
R = 1 – C;
G = 1 – M;
B = 1 – Y;
K = (C + M + Y) conventional separation definitions
PostScript does not use any coloursetting and it is the
only program tool that enables separation independent
of the printing conditions. It is necessary to program
this transformation for each adaptation to the real colourant and paper characteristics.
(7)
The routine by which a square is drawn is found under the name kvadrat . The square, ordinarily a simple
geometrical form is defined in PostScript with a set
of commands. In order not to repeat several times the
same commands in programming, short procedures are
created. Data from the stack top are duplicated and the
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Table 1. Examples of individualized rasters used, liniature decreases from left to right

/propeler

Raster (screen) forms

/izrezanostaklo

/kava

/sismis

/krug

/elipsa

covering

75%

60%

routine named roll is used for this. The advantage of
such programming is that a complex program can be
created with only a few lines.
(8)
The digitalized Times New Roman font is found in the
procedure named font. We use this font because it is
a standard one and the most often used. When setting
fonts, we use the name of the chosen font and its size,
i.e. the height of the digital four-component group. A
letter character is found inside the four-member group.
Most of the letter characters are fully set inside the fourmember group; only rare signs fall outside the borders,
and some fall out completely outside the four-member
group. Other commands such as findfont, scalefont
and setfont are an obligatory part of the code for setting the font. The command findfont defines searching
for the set font with the command, and by the command
scalefont the height of the digital four-member group
is set in dots, and setfont activates the font display.
(9)
EOF command is abbreviated for the English sentence
„end of file“ ,and it signals that the program is ending.

45%

30%

15%

Raster (Screening element obtaint by halftoning)
Program procedures for making raster forms according
to Table 1:
linijatura kut {propeler} bind setscreen
/gray 0 def /pomak 70 def
50 50 translate
5 {/pomak pomak 70 add def
pomak 0 30 0 360 arc
/gray gray 0.15 add def
gray setgray fill } repeat
The raster in elliptical form is an example of the conventional round form mutation with the addition of data
deformation at the stack top. This modification is given
here as fixed flattening values of the circle into ellipse
transition amounting to 0.8 and 0.2 . The result can be
described as coverage Z mathematically defined as:
Z = x2 + y2 for the circle, and z= 0.8*x2 + 0.5*y2 for
the ellipse.
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PostScript expressions are given in (3) program base
relations. We shall add the information that the PostScreen command setscreen stops operation if value Z
computes a value higher than one. Therefore it is recommended to carry out activities at the stack top with
values lower than one if coverage is interpreted in a
whole row of values from zero to full coverage. It is
also simple and acceptable with functions that add up
the square values that are positive by themselves and
are less than one.
But, in other raster forms such as in propeler where
exponentiation and square root extraction are applied,
as well as positive and negative relations, long term
experimental work in mutational operations is needed.
The domain of all variables is within the positive Z
value, and in the range of minus one to plus one for
coordinates x and y. The raster named elipsa is given
in the negative. The remainder is realized in the raster
cell that is calculated as coverage.

Vector graphics with individualized rasters
By combining vector and raster graphics we demonstrate the manner in which such symbiosis can be used
to create a unique whole with the goal to achieve the
utmost uniqueness and quality of a certain graphic.
In the example to follow we are showing how it is possible to apply different raster elements in typographical
forms. In doing so we are not using conventional raster
forms. Letter characters NS create the already mentioned masks, and they are defined with the help of the
PostScript font interpretation of Times New Roman.
The design within the mask is created from four individual rasters with randomly set liniature and angle.
Mathematical relations for the raster are installed in the
codes for each CMYK channel separately. Rasters in
typography are an excellent solution if we wish to individualize our design in full. We can implement a unique
raster into each letter character, whereby we create a
unique product and excellent protection.

Figure 2. Applying of rasters in typography, a different
individualized raster is applied in each CMYK
channel
The graphic in Figure 1. are Latin characters NS for
which we formed the clip mask. The randomly chosen individualized rasters are well observed within the
mask. The rasters used are defined under the names
propeler, izrezanostaklo, kava and
Sismis. The liniature and angle alterations are set with
parameters, so that a different raster with different
mathematical values is set for each CMYK channel.

Figure 3. Display of rastered vector graphics, 1bitna
slika 0, 1(crno - bijelo)1 bit image 0.1 (black and
white)

Figure 1. Graphic NS. Separation per CMYK channels
with different set rasters.
Separation per CMYK channels shown in Figure 1. is
the first step in creating the graphic in Figure 2. With
the help of the programs that enable reading of the set formats, the graphic transforms, and the channels connect in
the following order: yellow, magenta, cyan and black.
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Figure 4. Display of rvector graphics rastered in
colour, 8 bit image (256 gray tones + white and black)
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Program procedures for rastering vector formed graphics:
/linijatura 15 def /kut 90 def
linijatura kut {krug} bind setscreen
0.2 0.1 0.0 setrgbcolor 50 40 250 150 kvadrat
/linijatura 8 def /kut 45 def
linijatura kut {elipsa} bind setscreen
0.6 0.1 0.1 setrgbcolor 300 40 250 150 kvadrat
/linijatura 4 def /kut 60 def
linijatura kut {krug} bind setscreen
0.5 0.1 0.3 setrgbcolor 300 190 250 150 kvadrat
/linijatura 5 def /kut 20 def
linijatura kut {elipsa} bind setscreen
0.0 0.8 0.5 setrgbcolor 50 190 250 150 kvadrat
50 200 moveto /linijatura 10 def /kut 40 def
linijatura kut {propeler} bind setscreen
/h 0.6 def /s 0.9 def /bb 0.45 def
font (NS) hsb show
300 50 moveto /linijatura 5 def /kut 30 def
/r 0 def /g 0.8 def /b 0.6 def rgb
linijatura kut {sismis} bind setscreen
font (TK) show
300 200 moveto /linijatura 10 def /kut 40 def
linijatura kut {izrezanostaklo} bind setscreen
/h 0.7 def /s 0.6 def /bb 0.85 def
font (AB) hsb show
50 50 moveto /linijatura 5 def /kut 10 def
0.1 0.5 0 0.4 setcmykcolor
linijatura kut {kava} bind setscreen
font (JV) show
The graphics from Figures 3 and 4 were derived from
the same source. The program code is identical in both
the cases. The difference is in the display of program
code GSview with interpreter. In the first example (Figure 3.) GSview program is set for displaying a 1-bit
image, it recognizes only black and white (0,1), and the
set rasters are very well observed. In the second example (Figure 4) GSview is set for displaying a 8-bit
image (256 tones), and it recognizes and displays different colour shades. We used different colour systems
to carry out this graphic. The substrate is made of two
rasters: krug i elipsa. Each square is an object by itself
and has a different liniature, angle and colour. The colour is set by the RGB system.
The NS graphic on the green substrate (above left) was
created by using the CMYK colour system. By changing variables it was achieved that the edges of the raster
element propeler are outlined and seen in a somewhat
darker tone than the rest of the display. The HSB colour
system was used in creating the graphic on the dark red
substrate (above right) and an interesting 2D structure
was created. The graphic rastered by kava is situated
on the pink substrate (down left) created by using gray
tones (Grayscale). The NS graphic is situated on the red
substrate (down right) in green tones achieved by the
RGB colour system.

It is important that the bmpmono format should be
set with the first example (Figure 3) when converting
the image in the GSview interpreter, whereas format
bmp256 is set for the second example (Figure 4) for
the same program.
Program procedures:

Pixel Graphic with Individualized
Screnning
The key element for achieving the maximum in creativity and expression with individualized rasters is
producing a photograph with different rasters for each
C, M, Y, and K channel. We prepare the chosen photograph in the programs that are provided for adjusting
format parameters necessary to carry out the designs.
In order to obtain the best possible visual effect, a different mathematical raster relation is implemented into
each of the CMYK channels. The PostScript interpretation of a raster element is derived from chosen trigonometrical functions. Low liniature is applied and the
designs have raster elements visible by the bare human
eye. There is an important reason for applying low liniature, and that is in order to show the micro structure
of certain graphics. We can thus use our computer to
complete our designs and fully individualize a graphic
design.

Figure 5. Applying rasters in pixel graphics. A
different raster is used for each CMYK channel

Figure 6. A blown up detail from Figure 5.
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Program procedures:
30 600 translate
3 3 scale
/linijatura 10 def /kut 75 def %cijan pod kutom od
75º
linijatura kut {propeler} bind setscreen
%sirina 80 piksla, visina 84 piksla
80 84 8[1 0 0 -1 0 0]
{<8D8E94999A9B99949393919……..28EA7D3D7
A13053867B6552575450>}image
A digital photograph is divided into image elements.
The image element is set with only one numerical coverage value for each channel separately. With CMYK
channel separation we create program codes into which
we implement a PostScript interpretation of the mathematical formula for certain functions. Lin and kut are
variables with which we set liniature and angle parameters and we call them by their names bind setscreen.

Figure 7. Separation per channels. From left to right
(above); channel cyan, raster propeler, channel
magenta, raster izrezanostaklo. From left to right
(below); channel yellow, raster kava; channel black,
raster šišmiš.
Procedure:
The chosen photograph is prepared in the program for
photo processing. The pixel dimensions and the resolution for printing display are set. The important thing is
for the photograph to have a four-channel separation,
i.e. – that it is stored in the CMYK colour system. The
photograph is stored in the DCS 2.0 (*.EPS) format by
which the program itself creates streams along process
channels. The streams are stored as simple *.txt format,
where we have a PostScript code set for each channel.
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We add are own commands to the obtained separations
(pages 1 and 2). We will set a different raster, liniature
and angle for each separation, at random. The preliminarily set pixel dimensions must be the same for each
of the CMYK channels.
The obtained separations are opened in the GSview
program used for displaying PostScript documents.
For instance, separation of cyan before converting
must have a set depth of 1 bit/pixel, so that the raster elements are visible. At conversion the format is
set to bmpmono, while the resolution is random. The
obtained *.bmp formats enable reading of the image in
various raster and vector programs. In order to obtain a
result from Figure 3., we create a new document in the
CMYK system. Bitmapped images are opened in the
program for photograph processing, and then they are
positioned in their channels one by one, with certain
preliminary actions. Before copying, the separations
must be translated into gray tone, and the unneeded
white parts should be cut off. The order of implementing bitmapping separations is starting from the yellow
channel, then magenta, cyan and black.
The graphic design in this example is carried out
through separation along CMYK channels. Mathematical relations of raster elements translated into PostScript language are implemented into a code for each
separation separately. The possibilities of combining
raster parameters in pixel graphics are more numerous:
deformation of the pixel square structure, pixel deviation, shift from the basic position, rotation and choice
of raster structure for each pixel separately. Such transformations are not possible in other image processing
programs.
The graphic goes through separation along CMYK
channels. The raster element PostScript algorithm is
implemented inside each channel. The rastered portrait
separations are divided into four identical parts with
the help of the photograph processing program, in the
following order: C, M, Y, K. In the new document the
separations are united into one whole. The work comprises all technological process elements; from photograph processing to raster system implementation. In
case we implement into our design random numbers for
angle, liniature and pixel deformation, and we initiate
a pseudo-random sequence, then we give a new dimension to each graphic design.
A black and white photograph divided into parts:
The graphic in Figure 8 is a program design created by
combining 6 rasters described in the paper. After every
12 rows the raster form is changed. If listing from top
to bottom, the following rasters are found: propeler,
izrezano staklo, kava, šišmiš, krug and elipsa. The
parameters are the same for all rasters; a 10 lin/cm liniature and an angle of 45° are set. The rastering procedure with white and black photographs is somewhat
equalled with the “image“ routine.
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a constant library for carrying out complex raster designs. Individual rasters implemented into the graphics
are a new manner of presenting security and art reproductions. Raster elements were created with the development of mathematical relations of targeted functions
that are subjected to strict domains of unit raster cells.
The goal in presenting individual rasters is to encourage designers in creating new authorized raster forms
by altering parameters that act as deformation and mutation between two or more raster designs.
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Conclusion
Computer graphics are based on algorithms developed
as a set of routines in transforming mathematical relations in a program stream for carrying out complex
printing preparations. This is a wide area and provides
the designer with adequate means to create his personal
graphic language. A set of raster forms is given that
have been tested in borderline coverage conditions.
PostScript is the basis for carrying out printed graphic,
from makeup, making the printing forms, all the way
to printing, especially the one represented as digital
printing. Almost all programs have strict preferences.
They are either only pixel or vector oriented, and simultaneously support a limited system of colour and
raster form use. PostScript enables fellowship of pixel
and vector graphics within the same design. Also, mixing of different colour system definitions is organised
: (RGB, CMYK and HSB) within the same program.
Uniqueness is achieved with PostScript commands as
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Abstract
To confront with the market need, we have to find alternative in respond to enormous necessity and application of
office paper. Therefore, one way in dealing with the problem is to replace or just decrease the use of paper made
entirely from primary components, mainly wood fibbers (deciduous and conifer). We analysed mechanical, optical,
structural and microscopic properties. Experiments were performed on three conventional and three recycled office
papers reachable on the market. Results, obtained from measurements, confirm presumption, that mechanical and
surface properties of recycled office paper can be collated and they discern from conventional office paper.
Key words: conventional, recycled, office papers, mechanical, optical, surface, microscopic properties.

1. INTRODUCTION
The success of waste paper recycling is highly dependent on securing a satisfactory level of public participation (Ball and Tavitian, 1992). Countries measure
effectiveness of their waste reduction programs mainly
upon two general approaches. First, on the basis of recycling rates and second, on the disposal reduction rates
(Wenger et al., 1997) and (Nakamura, 1999). If waste
paper is incinerated instead of reused, energy purchases
from society will consequently be reduced and that will
have a positive effect on a CO2 emissions. However,
pulp and paper mill discern in its ability to either use
recovered waste paper as a primary fibre source or as
energy for its self or society (Byström and Lönnstedtl,
2000). Paper recycling has in Europe long tradition.
Manufacturing paper from waste has developed into an
First received: 03.05.2011.
Accepted: 30.05.2011.
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extensive organization. In 2004 was in Europe accumulated 55% or. 46,2 million tons of waste paper. (International Institute for Enviroment and Development,
2002 and 2004). Half of it represents preconsumer segment, such as unsold periodicals, magazines, newspapers, reviews and other publications (Možina, 2006).
According to IIED, more than 95% of information is
still stored on paper (International Institute for Enviroment and Development, 2002 and 2004). Most commonly we link paper usage with reading, writing and
printing. Nowadays modern communication technologies are preliminary oriented in packaging. Packaging
represents largest single segment of paper consumption
that is 41% (Anon, 2003). After all, one uses 115 billions sheets of paper, while average Internet user prints
28 sheets of paper per day (Hewlett Packard, 2005).
However, promotion of sustainable consumption and
production patterns is enshrined as a key objective in
the renewed European Union Sustainable Develop-
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ment Strategy (EU SDS). Sustainable consumption and
production is in the most challenging aspect of the EU
SDS and it requires changes to the way products and
services are designed, produced, used and in the end,
disposed of (Nash, 2009). Mentioned above has led us
to investigation possibilities to replace conventional
office paper with recycled. Research presented in this
work has not have just scientific whiff, where all the
arguments for using recycled office paper are quantitatively evaluated, but it also has practical meaning,
and that is, to stimulate users towards more economical
handling, along with not such significant abjuration.

2. EXPERIMENTS
2.1. Problem statement
In recent years many counties, not to mention, especially developed one, have established and promoted paper recycling. Although countries share the same basic
recycling structure system, they all have some unique
features and ways of dealing with the problem (Kishino
et al., 1999). Recycling is grounded on collecting and
reusing materials, such as, paper, plastic, glass, aluminium and textile. But all waste materials are not renewable. With recycling process we established system in
which offal becomes source for production of something new (Možina, 2007). On the other hand, difficulty
of collecting and sorting waste paper, the low process
yield and the energy required or reform the used paper,
makes recycling process economically unattractive and
potentially environmentally less preferable, than paper
produced from primary fibres. The main goal of office
paper recycling is to remove added print on the paper
surface (Counsell and Allwood, 2006). The conventional recycling process can be divided into four steps:
collection, print removal, reforming and delivery. Print
removal is unique to paper recycling and will be considered in detail here. Collection process is similar to
that of other recycled products, while reforming and
delivery are identical to those used in the production
of paper from primary fibres. The need for two sorting
steps makes the collection of waste paper to be recycled
more entangled than the collection of blended office offal’s. The end user, with placing used office paper into
a separate waste bin, often does the first sorting steps.
At this point, paper recycling includes removal of ink
(deinking), paper coating, glue, paper clips, package
covers and cords. Because collected waste is a mixture
of diversified range of paper types, from newsprints,
magazines, brochures, packaging materials and office paper, a range of separation technologies must be
used. Thompson proposed usage of filters for particles
greater than 0,2 mm, which is rear for modern print, but
convenient to remove other contaminates; centrifugal
cleaners for particles in range between 0,1 and 0,4 mm,
which may contain some toner and large pigment prints

and it is also aimed at other contaminants; flotation for
particles size 0,05-0,15 mm (most toner print); washing
for water soluble inks and those with particles below
50 μm (ink-jet and industrial print). Size of print particles can be reduced either by dispersion or increased
by agglomeration (Counsell and Allwood, 2006) and
(Thompson, 1998).
Deinking is important for paper recycling and usually flotation is used for deinking. In the case of office
wastepaper, photocopy and laser print toner particles
are thermally fused and bonded to cellulose fibres that
make deinking some more difficult than common waste
paper (Hue et al., 2000). Deinking is a term describing
a process for detaching and elimination of unwanted
additives, such as printing inks from recycled papers to
improve optical properties of pulp and consecutively, of
end recycled paper (Behin and Vahed, 2007) and (Tyler,
2000). Deinking is also brightening of gained fibres, or
so called ”fibre washing”. Chemical factors are critical
in impurity removal. They influence the efficiency of
removal of undesirable additives and final brightness.
Overall flotation deinking can be divided into four basic micro processes (Bloom and Heindel, 1997):
1. collision or capture of an ink particle by air bubble;
2. adhesion of an ink particle to the air bubble by
sliding;
3. development of a three phase contact at the air
bubble-water-particle interface;
4. bubble-particle stability or instability after an
aggregate is formed.
Important parameter is also pH value, which in alkaline
media influences swelling of cellulose fibre and accelerates glue and ink removal. Increased pH value affects
hydrolysis of ink binding agent, which, in further, influences on detachment of printing ink from cellulose
fibre surface and on the size of dispersed printing ink
particles. Use of surfactants improves effect on elimination of impurities. Size of impurities depends on surface activity substance and thermo-mechanical forces
at process of bonding toner on the printing substrate.
Surface activity substances have in flotation process
mayor impact on surface chemistry of particles and on
air bubble formation. The mechanism of ink removal
from cellulose fibre surface contains dissolving surface
activated substances in water, increasing wetting of cellulose fibre by surface active substances and cellulose
fiber swelling, that influences on reduction of adhesion of printing ink on the fiber surface and decreases
intermolecular linkage. Ink and printing ink differ in
structure and surface chemistry. They act differently in
deinking process, at mechanical blending, added chemicals, washing, flotation, etc. Size of dispersed particles
influences on sorting efficiency, cleaning, washing and
flotation, and as consequence of mentioned, on papers
optical properties. Pulp cleaned and prepared in such
way is included in paper production just as minor part
or in full 100%, from which manufactured paper is pure
recycled paper (Tyler, 2000).
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In recycling process, normally fibres are damaged,
mostly because of drying actions in previous stages of
paper production; so primarily fibres become shorter
and fibre morphology is deteriorate. If we wish to maintain paper structure, it is necessary in most cases of recycled paper, to add primary cellulose fibres. (Novak,
1998). Reuse of waste paper is not exclusively green
oriented. Production of 1 ton of ”new” paper demands
approximately 1,4 ton of waste paper or 60 m3 of fresh
water, that has to be for deinking purposes heated and
chemical additives are needed. On the end of recycling
process, outflow contains, beside chemicals, also printing inks, which represents solid waste that has to be
removed (Možina, 2004). Positive side of recycling is
nature conservation, mainly from decreased necessity
for land-field used in solving waste problem.
2.2 Materials and methods
In research were included two commercial papers
(conventional and recycled) with three different type
of grammage (100, 150 or. 160 in 200 g/m2). Conventional office papers are labelled from 1–3, while recycled are marked from 4 to 6. Investigated conventional
papers are product of Fabriano, with commercial name
Multipaper and recycled office papers, named Nautilus,
were manufactured by Mondi, Austria. Selected papers
are general representatives of each investigated groups
of paper, with which the quality difference and end use
are estimated and mostly, they give an answer, if recycled office paper can replace conventional?
Used methods were selected upon papers usability, i.e.
it end-use. Therefore research was divided into six categories to describe the material, e.g. elementary, mechanical, optical, surface, structural and microscopic
characteristics.
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Research was divided into six sections: elementary,
mechanical, optical, surface, structural and microscopic properties determination.
3.1 Elementary properties
For better understanding and comparison subsequent
results, it is first necessary to present elementary characteristic of studied papers, such as are: grammage
(ISO 536) (Fig. 1), density (ISO 534) (Fig. 2), moisture
content (ISO 287) (Fig. 3) and determination of residue
(ISO 1762) (Fig. 4). As it can be seen from Figure 2, recycled office paper has (in average) 6,7% higher density as conventional and in case of moisture content (Fig.
3) and 37,5% lower moisture content as conventional.
Moisture binds with cellulose fibres. Higher moisture
content indirectly influences on a higher fibre content.
As conventional paper has in comparison with recycled
one, better optical properties, manufacturer adds paper
filler, in average 20%, to improve imperfection, such as
brightness and opacity (Fig. 4).
3.2 Mechanical properties
With mechanical properties, paper resistance to outer
influence is defined. Studied and presented mechanical
properties are: tearing resistance (ISO 1974) (Fig. 5),
bursting strength (ISO 2758) (Fig. 6), tensile strength
(Fig. 7), and elongation at break (Fig. 8) and breaking length (ISO 1924/2) (Fig. 9). Alleged parameters
significantly influence the end use. They give enough
representative arguments in favour of application recycling office papers, as well as in offices, as in home

Figure 1. Grammage.

Figure 2. Density.

Figure 3. Moisture content.

Figure 4. Residue (ash).
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usage. Especially, where there are no demands for sustainability of printed documents over 10 years. There
are more than 90% of all printed documents that can be
classified as those above mentioned.
Tearing resistance was measured on Elmendorf. Results obtained from Elmendorf are presented in Figure
5, from which it can be seen, that there are no mayor
differences between two studied papers.For instance,
tearing resistance in specimen 1 in MD is 2,8 N, while
is in specimen 4 the aexactly the same, i.e. 2,8 N. The
similar trend can be seen in all further studied papers, except between specimens 2 (5,0 N) and 5 (2,9 N) in MD.

the fibres will be, as well as less force to tear or pressure to burst paper is needed.

Figure 6. Bursting strength.

Figure 5. Tearing resistance.
Results of bursting strength carried out with Mullen
method are presented in Figure 6 and they can be compared with results of moisture content (Fig. 3). Bursting
strength of conventional office paper is 25,9% (e.g. S1
(190 kPa) vs. S4 (141 kPa) in MD) higher in comparison with recycled. Main reason for such difference is
in paper filler content or is in relation fibre/paper filler,
as it is described in chapter of elementary properties.
Higher the filler content, lover the connection between

Figure 7. Tensile strain.

Measurements of tensile strength (Fig. 7) and elongation at break (Fig. 8) were conducted on dynamometer
Instron 5567. Results are in close relation with bursting
strength. Tensile strength for specimens 1–3 (conventional office paper) in comparison with specimens 4–6
(recycled office paper) are in machine direction (MD)
20,3%(e.g. S1–3; 74, 119 and 141 N, while in S4–6; 69,
87 and 110 N) and in cross direction (CD) for 38,8%
higher (e.g. S1–3; 48, 69 and 77 N, while in S4–6; 28,
36 and 55 N). Similar distinctions among specimens
1–3 and 4–6 are noticed from the results of breaking
length (Fig. 9).
Mechanical properties of recycled office papers are
somewhat diminished and are consequence of application higher quantity of paper filler. Paper filler influences mechanical properties of paper, because they
decrease number of linking between cellulose fibres.
On the other hand, paper fillers have positive effect on
optical properties as it is presented further.

Figure 8. Elongation at break.

Figure 9. Breaking length.
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Figure 10. ISO brightness.

Figure 11. Opacity.

Figure 12. Specular gloss.
3.3 Optical properties

3.4 Surface properties

If comparing measured values of ISO brightness (ISO
2470) (Fig. 10) of both studied papers, one can see the
difference between studied papers, but they should be
considered with some reserve. Both office papers exceed over 85% value of ISO brightness, which is for
usual use, such as reports, notes, conclusions, notification and notebooks, utterly sufficient level. Specimens
from 1–3 have 10% higher value of ISO brightness
(around 105%) in comparison with specimens 4–6,
which do have ISO brightness around 85% and what
is good relation to the expectation of brightness of recycled papers. On the other hand, opacity (ISO 2471)
(Fig. 11) does not expose any mayor difference among
specimens and between paper sides (A and B). From
Figure 12 and from pictures of paper surface, taken
with optical microscope (Fig. 26–31), are noticed higher values of specular gloss (TAPPI T480 om-5) for recycled papers, which are near 20%. Higher paper filler
content is the leading cause for such measured values,
where recycled paper has 10% more filler than conventional.

Measurements of paper roughness were carried out according to Bendtsen method (ISO 5636-3) (Fig. 13).
Results confirm mentioned fact of possibility to exchange conventional office paper with recycled, because between studied papers there are no major distinctions in roughness, except in case of specimen 6,
that resigns from other specimens for 56% (60–120 ml/
min for conventional and 50–200 ml/min for recycled
papers). Roughness significantly influences print quality, while air permeability (Fig. 14) has impact on possibility of a both side printing. From Figure 14 it can
be seen, that recycled office paper has no detectable
air permanence, in fact the measured value is 32 times
(290 vs. 9 ml/min) lower than at the conventional office
paper. Structure of recycled paper is denser, closed up
and rigid, but imprints made on recycled papers have
higher optical density and have lover printing ink penetration depth. Although recycled office paper is not as
bright as conventional office paper (Fig. 10), the end
impression or information printed on it, are somewhat
equivalent.

Figure 13. Roughness.
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Figure 14. Air permeability.
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3.5 Structural properties
Structural properties of office papers were determined
with capillary rise - Klemm method (ISO 8787). Method was chosen upon practical application of studied papers. Office papers primarily become in counter with a
dry printing technique (laser printers and photocopier)
and partly with a wet technique, such as inkjet printing.
Latest technique is mainly used for printing documents
in full colour, while first two (laser printers and photocopier) are still predominantly used only for black/
white documents, because toner expense for colour laser printers or photocopier still represents significant
financial extent to company. Results obtained from
determination of capillary rise, presented in Figure 15,
clearly indicate reciprocity with values of air perme-

ability (Fig. 14). Higher the air permeability, lower the
capillary rise. High air permeability is a consequence
of greater distance between fibres, less chain linkage
between fibres are present, lower the capillary rise will
be.

Figure 15. Capillary rise.

Conventional office paper; Optical Microscope Olympus CX21

Figure 16. Eucalyptus.

Figure 17. Poplar, spruce.

Figure 18. Beech.

Recycled office paper; Optical microscope Olympus CX21

Figure 19. Poplar, spruce.

Figure 20. Poplar.

Figure 21. Eucalyptus.

Figure 22. Pine.

Figure 23. Birch.

Figure 24. Beech.

Figure 25. Mechanical pulp.
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3.6 Microscopic properties
Pictures of fibres in Figure 16-25 were taken with optical microscope Olympus CX21, at magnification 100
or 400, while pictures of studied office papers surface
are presented in Figure 26-31, and were taken with optical microscope Leica EZ4D, at magnification 35. In
Figures 16-18 are presented fibres from conventional
office paper and in Figures 19-25 are pictures of fibres
that are incorporated in recycled office paper. In both
papers are found coniferous fibres, spruce and pine,
and deciduous fibres, such as eucalyptus, poplar, beech
and birch. In recycled papers are understandably found
larger variety of cellulose fibres, where can be found
beside primary cellulose fibres also mechanical pulp.
Reason for that is, because the origin of fibre has no
significant meaning, as the texture of end use does.
Also, it is easier to control primary inputs, such as fresh
cellulose fibres, where manufacturer prescribes what
kind and in what portion will cellulose fibres be found
in produced paper. Recycled paper consists fibres that
are evidently shorter and more damaged. Mentioned is
a consequence of a several passage through technological process of pulp preparation. Paper produced from
such prepared fibres (recycled) has worse mechanical
properties, because probability for chemical as well as

Optical Microscope Leica EZ4D
Conventional office paper
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mechanical interaction between fibres is lower, mostly
because of the fibre surface hornification and stiffness
of the individual fibres, as it is in case of primary cellulose fibres added in the pulp for the first time.
Figures 26-31 shows equality of studied paper surface
and consequently on possibility to change or partly replace conventional office paper with recycled. Analogy
can be seen from measurements of Bendtsen roughness, presented in Figure 13.

4 CONCLUSIONS
Paper recycling and its reuse, decreases need for acquisition cellulose fibre only from wood. Cellulose and
paper making industry belong among those branches
that are major consumer of natural and renewable raw
materials. Mainly those are wood, energy (e.g. fossil
fuels, hydro and nuclear power plant) and especially
water resources. Characteristically for cellulose and
paper making industry is, that during manufacturing,
equal quantity of wastewater is produced as fresh water is brought into the process. And at the same time,
mentioned production known for loaning water from
nature and returning it more purified, as it was taken
into the production process. Collecting waste paper
has positive affect on economical indicators, as cost

Recycled office paper.

Figure 26. Specimen 1 (100 g/m2).

Figure 29. Specimen 4 (100 g/m2).

Figure 27. Specimen 2 (160 g/m2).

Figure 30. Specimen 5 (150 g/m2).

Figure 28. Specimen 3 (200 g/m2).

Figure 31. Specimen 6 (200 g/m2).
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of waste disposal with reuse decrease. White office paper sustains most of its original properties, even after
reuse, which can be confirmed with presented results
in this paper. Recycled office paper, or paper produced
from secondary cellulose fibres, meets the required
standards and expectations. Re-establishing recycling
system and usage of recycled materials demands from
employer’s commitment and time. Primarily, to educate and familiarize users with a new regime of office
paper usage (e.g. both side printing, smaller text size,
printing only when needed, etc.). Purposeless handling
with office paper, whose part are we all each and every
day, both in office and home, should lead us at least to
thinking of more efficient and economical way of using
it, or even partial replace it with recycled office paper.
Presented work has all the arguments in favour of recycling office paper.
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